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Abstract

Modern embedded software is so large and complex that creating the necessary artifacts, including system requirements specifications and design-time models, as well as assuring their correctness have become difficult to manage. One challenge stems from the high number and intricacy of system requirements that combine functional and possibly timing or other types of constraints, which make them hard to analyze. Another challenge is the quality assurance of various design-time models developed using Simulink as the de facto standard model-based development tool in the automotive domain, avionics domain, etc. Currently, the industrial state-of-practice resorts to simulation of Simulink models, which gives insight in the system’s behavior yet does not provide a high degree of assurance that the model behaves correctly. A potential way to address the aforementioned challenges is to apply computer-aided, mathematically-rigorous methods for specification, analysis and verification already at the requirements specification stage, but also at later development stages.

In this thesis, we propose a set of approaches for the formal specification, analysis and verification of system requirement specifications and design-time Simulink models, with particular focus on the automotive industry. Our contributions are as follows: first, we assess the expressiveness of an existing pattern-based technique for the formal requirements specification on an operational system. Based on the positive findings, we deem the technique expressive enough to capture systems requirements in controlled natural language, from which formal counterparts can be automatically generated. To bring the approach closer to the practitioners we propose a tool, called ProPAS. Next, we propose an automated consistency analysis approach based on Satisfiability Modulo Theories for the system requirements specifications formally encoded as temporal logic formulas. The approach is implemented in our ProPAS tool.
and is suitable to analyze the lack of logical contradictions within the system specification, at early system development phases. Our next contribution addresses the formal analysis and verification of large Simulink models. First, we propose a pattern-based and execution-order-preserving approach for transforming Simulink models into networks of stochastic timed automata, which can be analyzed using the UPPAAL SMC tool that returns the probability that a property is satisfied by the model. For the automated generation of the analysis model, we propose the SIMPPAAL tool. Our second approach is based on bounded model checking and is suitable for checking invariance properties of Simulink models. Compared to the statistical model checking approach, the invariance checking is reduced to a satisfiability problem. In case of property violation, the procedure generates a counter-example execution trace, which can be used for refining the model. In the same work we show that there exist commonly-used design patterns in Simulink models, for which the verification result is complete. The approach is supported by our SYMC tool.

For validation of the specification patterns, and the ProPAS tool we perform a case-study evaluation with practitioners, in collaboration with our industrial partner Scania. The results show that the pattern-based approach and the ProPAS tool can be practically useful in industrial settings. We apply the statistical model-checking approach and the SIMPPAAL tool on two industrial use cases, namely Brake-by-Wire and Adjustable Speed Limiter from Volvo Group Trucks Technology, which yields encouraging results. Finally, we validate the bounded invariance-checking approach and the SYMC tool on the Brake-by-Wire system, where we demonstrate both complete and incomplete verification of invariance properties.
Modern inbyggd mjukvara är ofta så stor och komplext att det blivit svårt att skapa nödvändiga artefakter, inklusive systemkravspecifikationer och designmodeller, samt att säkerställa att de är korrekta. En utmaning kommer från det stora antalet komplicerade systemkrav som kombinerar funktionality med tidskrav eller andra typer av begränsningar, vilket gör dem svåra att analysera. En annan utmaning är kvalitetssäkringen av olika designmodeller som utvecklats med Simulink, ett modellbaserat utvecklingsverktyg som är de facto-standard inom bland annat fordonsson- och flygindustrin. För närvarande förlitar sig industrin till stor del på simulering av Simulink-modeller, vilket ger insikt i systemets beteende men inte någon hög grad av försäkran att modellen beter sig korrekt. Ett möjligt sätt att ta itu med dessa utmaningar är att använda datortödd, matematiskt rigorösa metoder för specifikation, analys och verifikation redan vid kravspecifikationen, men också under senare utvecklingsstadiet.

I denna avhandling föreslår vi en uppsättning metoder för formell specifikation, analys och verifikation av systemkravspecifikationer och Simulink-modeller, med särskild inriktning på bilindustrin. våra bidrag är följande: För det första bedömer vi uttrycksspråkets befintliga mönsterbaserad teknik för formell kravspecifikation på ett operativsystem. Baserat på de positiva resultaten bedömer vi att tekniken är tillräckligt uttrycksfull för att fänga systemkrav i kontrollerat naturligt språk, från vilka formella motsvarigheter kan genereras automatiskt. För att få tillvägagångssättet närmare utövarna har vi utvecklat verktyget PROPAS. Därefter föreslår vi en automatiserad analysmetod för konsistens, baserat på Satisfiability Modulo Theories, för systemkravspecifikationer formellt kodade som temporala logikformler. Tillvägagångssättet implementeras i vårt PROPAS-verktyg och är lämpligt för att analysera bristen på logiska motsättningar inom systemspecifikationer under tidiga systemutvecklingsfaser. vårt nästa bidrag rör formell analys och ver-
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Thesis
Chapter 1
Introduction

Using embedded software to perform highly complex functions has been enabled by the ever-increasing computational power and memory capacity of the embedded hardware. The automotive industry is one of the many industries that have been profoundly impacted by the rise of embedded systems. With the "x-by-wire" technology that was introduced almost three decades ago, the modern vehicles have come a long way to become software intensive systems [1,2], in which even the core features such as the engine control and management, braking, steering, etc., are implemented in software. The pinnacle of this trend is made by the advanced driver assistance systems intended to either assist the drivers or to completely autonomously operate vehicles in a safer and more efficient manner. The embedded hardware in vehicles consists of distributed embedded computers called electrical control units (ECU). A modern premium car runs several tens of millions lines of code distributed over more than 70 independent ECU [3].

The increase in size and complexity of automotive software functions impacts all the phases of system development and the produced artifacts, including the system’s specification, design and architecture, as well as the integration and testing phases [4]. Moreover, many of these functions are classified as safety critical [5], meaning that their malfunction can result in damages to the environment or potentially endanger human lives. Consequently, in order to increase the safety of the vehicles, the new ISO26262 standard [6] for automotive safety highly recommends using rigorous verification techniques for establishing the correctness of automotive functions. In this thesis, we show how to apply techniques for the rigorous verification of embedded software,
with specific focus on the design-time artifacts created during the embedded software development, which include system specifications and behavioral system models, with particular focus on the automotive domain. We assume that the complete set of characteristics and functionalities of an embedded software are determined during the design phase, and once deployed into operation they cannot be changed [7, 8].

**Motivation.** The predominant way of specifying requirements of automotive embedded software is by using free-text natural language. The requirements are usually organized in requirements specification documents called *system specifications*, which are created and managed mostly by using general purpose text editing software or in some cases specialized tools such as IBM Rational Doors [9]. The main advantage of systems specifications specified in natural language is that they are easy to read and interpret by various stakeholders in the system’s development process, provided that the stakeholders have sufficient domain knowledge. However, despite enabling high versatility, such a way of specifying requirements suffers from several drawbacks. The most obvious one is the potential ambiguity of the specifications, which stems from the inherent ambiguity of the natural language itself. Consequently, there might be situations of the same requirement being interpreted in various ways. As such, the natural language ambiguity might affect the quality of the system specifications negatively. One such quality attribute is the *consistency* of the system specification, that is, the lack of internal logical contradiction between requirements.

The current industrial state-of-practice relies on manual peer-review as the predominant technique for assessing the quality of system specifications [10]. In this case, the combination of ambiguity of the natural language and the sheer size of the specifications might potentially render the quality assurance through manual peer-review of requirements ineffective. Under such circumstances, possible inconsistencies (logical contradictions) could escape the reviewer’s eye, especially in cases of large specifications. A promising way to prevent the ambiguity of system requirements specification and to improve their analyzability is to employ rigorous computer-aided analysis and verification of requirements, enabled by formal techniques and *specification patterns* for formalization [11, 12]. Even though the feasibility of formal techniques has been demonstrated on industrial systems [13, 14], their actual adoption in the industrial development of embedded systems is hindered by the difficulty of producing formal system specifications.

The model-based development (MBD) paradigm has started to gain mo-
mentum in the automotive industry as the models provide a good way of abstracting the problem and documenting the design. As such, MATLAB Simulink [15] is the de facto standard MBD tool in the domain. The Simulink-based development revolves around producing behavioral models, which are treated as executable system specifications that can also be used as an input into specialized commercial tools, such as Simulink Coder [16] to automatically generate the code that is deployed in vehicles. For assuring the correctness of the Simulink models, the current state-of-practice techniques rely predominantly on simulation, which gives insight in the system’s behavior yet does not provide a high degree of assurance that the model behaves correctly.

For the structural analysis of Simulink models using automated and rigorous techniques, the state-of-practice tool is Simulink Design Verifier [17], with its scope and applicability being limited to detecting errors such as buffer overflow, division by zero, array access violations, etc. By exploring the literature and discussing with practitioners, we have come to the conclusion that rigorous quality assurance of the industrial-size Simulink models against high-level properties such as invariance, timeliness, reachability etc., is actually lacking.

Contributions. Given the above motivation and mentioned gaps, in this thesis we propose a set of industrially-attractive approaches for the formal specification, analysis and verification of system requirements, and design-time behavioral models of embedded systems. The contributions follow two lines of research: i) formal specification and analysis of system requirements specifications, and ii) formal analysis and verification of Simulink models. For clarity, we divide the contributions into four major parts, as follows. As the first contribution, we propose methods and tools for the formal system specification via specification patterns, and automated consistency analysis of requirements modeled in temporal logic. For that purpose, we first assess the suitability and expressiveness of specification patterns [11,12,18] for formalizing system requirements in the automotive domain [19]. Our results show that the specification patterns are expressive enough to encode most of the requirements of complex automotive systems from Scania, Sweden. To make specification patterns attractive to industrial practitioners, we develop specialized tool support by proposing the SESAMM SPECIFIER tool [20], which is intended to aid the practitioners when using patterns. As the second part of the first contribution, we propose a consistency analysis approach based on satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [21], intended to ensure that a system specification encoded as a set of temporal formulas is free of logical contradictions [22]. For full automation of our consistency analysis approach, we propose the PROPAS
tool [22], which is an extension of our SESSAMM SPECIFIER tool that includes the SMTLIBREQ library [22] for the automated consistency analysis.

The second contribution of the thesis is an automated approach for the formal analysis of Simulink models based on statistical model checking [23], which uses the UPPAAL Statistical Model Checker [24] as the underlying analysis engine [25]. The core of our approach is a template-based and execution-order-preserving transformation of Simulink models into networks of stochastic timed automata [24]. To enable such a transformation, we first propose a semantic definition of Simulink blocks and their composition, as timed transition systems, based on the informal (execution) semantics documented by MathWorks, the vendor of the MATLAB Simulink tool. Our approach is suitable for analysis of both discrete-time and hybrid (models composed of discrete- and continuous-time blocks) Simulink models. For automation, we propose the SIMPPAAL tool [25] that generates the resulting formal model automatically. Since statistical model checking does not perform an exhaustive exploration of the model’s state space, but instead checks the property based on a number of simulations of the model, it does not encounter the infamous state-space-explosion and thus has the potential to scale with the size and complexity of industrial Simulink models. Despite the fact that the approach is not exhaustive, it provides rigorous probabilistic guarantees of the correctness of a given Simulink model, with respect to invariance, reachability and certain liveness properties.

In order to remove encoding the Simulink model into a stochastic formal framework, as the third contribution, we propose an alternative approach for the formal verification of Simulink models based on bounded model checking [26]. The main use-case for the approach is the analysis of an underlying Simulink model with respect to invariance properties. Due to the fact that in general only a portion of the reachable state-space of the model is explored, the approach is not exhaustive, however it provides a full guarantee that a given property is satisfied by the bounded, reachable state-space of the model while overcoming the state-space-explosion problem. Compared to the statistical model checking, in case of property violation, one can generate a counter-example that can be used for improving the model. Additionally, we show that there are certain Simulink designs for which the bounded invariance checking is complete, thus the verification represents a full guarantee that the model satisfies a given invariance property. The approach is automated by our SYMC tool [26] that we propose in this thesis.

As the fourth and final contribution that we also propose in this thesis, we carry out validation of each of the proposed approaches over system specifica-
tions and Simulink models provided by our industrial partners, namely Scania and Volvo Group Trucks Technology (VGTT), both from Sweden. To assess the practical usefulness of the PROPS tool for the various industrial stakeholders of the embedded software development process, we perform a case study evaluation with practitioners in collaboration with Scania [27]. For validation of our consistency analysis approach, we apply the PROPS tool on the system specification of an operational system from Scania [22]. We validate the SIMPPAAAL and the statistical model checking approach on two industrial Simulink models, namely, of a Brake-by-Wire (BBW) system prototype, and of Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL), both from VGTT [25], whereas the SYMC tool and the bounded model checking are validated on one Simulink model only, that is, the Simulink model of the BBW system from VGTT [26].

1.1 Thesis overview

The thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part is an overall summary of the thesis, organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the background concepts that are used in the thesis. In Chapter 3, we present the research methodology that we apply to conduct the presented research, followed by the definition of the research goals in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we present a compact and more technical description of the thesis contributions and show their mapping to the previously defined research goals. The overview of and comparison to related work is given in Chapter 6, followed by conclusions and directions for future work in Chapter 7 that concludes the first part of the thesis.

The second part is given as a collection of five publications that encompass all thesis contributions. The included papers are the following:


Abstract. The importance of using formal methods and techniques for verification of requirements in the automotive industry has been greatly emphasized with the introduction of the new ISO26262 standard for road vehicles functional safety. The lack of support for formal modeling of requirements still represents an obstacle for the adoption of the formal methods in industry. This
paper presents a case study that has been conducted in order to evaluate the difficulties inherent to the process of transforming the system requirements from their traditional written form into semi-formal notation. The case study focuses on a set of non-structured functional requirements for the Electrical and Electronic (E/E) systems inside heavy road vehicles, written in natural language, and reassesses the applicability of the extended Specification Pattern System (SPS) represented in a restricted English grammar. Correlating this experience with former studies, we observe that, as previously claimed, the concept of patterns is likely to be generally applicable for the automotive domain. Additionally, we have identified some potential difficulties in the transformation process, which were not reported by the previous studies and will be used as a basis for further research.

Contributions. I was the main driver of the paper. I have performed most of the activities related to the case study, including the requirements gathering and extraction, applying the patterns and drawing conclusions. I also wrote most of the paper. Guillermo Rodriguez-Navas and Mattias Nyberg participated in discussions and contributed with ideas and comments on the patterning process.


Abstract. With the ever-increasing size, complexity and intricacy of system requirements specifications, it becomes difficult to ensure their correctness with respect to certain criteria such as consistency. Automated formal techniques for consistency checking of requirements, mostly by means of model checking, have been proposed in academia. Sometimes such techniques incur a high modeling cost or analysis time, or are not applicable. To address such problems, in this paper we propose an automated consistency analysis technique of requirements that are formalized based on patterns, and checked using state-of-the-art Satisfiability Modulo Theories solvers. Our method assumes several
transformation steps, from textual requirements to formal logic, and next into the format suited for the SMT tool. To automate such steps, we propose a tool, called PROPAS, that does not require any user intervention during the transformation and analysis phases, thus making the consistency analysis usable by non-expert practitioners. For validation, we apply our method on a set of timed computation tree logic requirements of an industrial automotive system called the Fuel Level Display.

**Contributions.** I was the main driver of the paper. I collected the requirements which were included in the case study. I also performed the requirements formalization and extracted the used patterns. I wrote the structured derivations for the patterns from TCTL into first-order-logic and their encoding in Z3. I developed the PROPAS tool which was used in the case study. I wrote the complete paper. Cristina Seceleanu and Guillermo Rodrigues-Navas contributed with useful comments for the structured derivations and the overall structure of the paper. Mattias Nyberg provided feedback on the formalization of the requirements from the FLD system.


**Abstract.** Nowadays, electronic brains control dozens of functions in vehicles, like braking, cruising, etc. Model-based design approaches, in environments such as MATLAB Simulink, seem to help in addressing the ever-increasing need to enhance quality, and manage system complexity, by supporting functional design from a set of block libraries that can be simulated and analyzed for hidden errors, but also used for code generation. Since such implementations are at most as correct as the models that they are generated from, providing assurance that Simulink models fulfill given functional and timing re-
quirements is desirable. Exhaustive verification methods like model checking might easily encounter the state-space explosion problem for large Simulink descriptions. To tackle such problem, in this paper, we propose a pattern-based, execution-order preserving automatic transformation of atomic and composite Simulink blocks into stochastic timed automata that can be formally analyzed with UPFAAL Statistical Model Checker. The latter employs scalable yet statistical methods for reasoning, rather than exhaustive ones. To enable the formal analysis, we first define the formal syntax and semantics of Simulink blocks and their composition, and show that the proposed transformation is provably correct for a certain class of Simulink models. Our method is supported by the SIMPPAAL tool, which we introduce and apply on two industrial Simulink models, of a prototype called the Brake-by-Wire system, and of an operational Adjustable Speed Limiter system. This work enables the formal analysis of industrial Simulink models, by automatically generating their stochastic timed automata counterparts.

Contributions. I was the main driver of the paper and main contributor together with Nesredin Mahmud, with whom we developed the template-based transformation of Simulink blocks into a network of stochastic timed automata.

In addition, I designed and implemented the SIMPPAAL tool as well as a subset of the plug-ins for generating the block routines. I wrote three complete sections and three additional subsections in the paper. Further on, I applied the SIMPPAAL tool on the Brake-by-Wire Simulink model to generate the network of stochastic timed automata. Raluca Marinescu validated the correctness of the generated Brake-by-Wire UPFAAL network of stochastic timed automata model and performed the SMC analysis of the model. Nesredin Mahmud developed a subset of the block routine plug-ins and co-wrote all the sections related to the ASL system. Cristina Seceleanu wrote the proof of correctness for the transformation and one additional section of the paper. She also provided useful comments. Guillermo Rodriguez-Navas wrote the related work section and provided useful comments for the rest of the paper. Oscar Ljungkrantz and Henrik Lönn provided valuable feedback both on the approach and the final version of the paper. Myself and Cristina Seceleanu were the main responsible for polishing the manuscript and submitting it for review.

Paper D. Bounded Invariance Checking of Simulink Models. Predrag Filipovikj, Guillermo Rodriguez-Navas, Cristina Seceleanu. In the Proceedings of the 34th ACM Symposium of Applied Computing (SAC’19), April 8-12,
1.1 Thesis overview

Abstract. Currently, Simulink models can be verified rigorously against design errors or statistical properties. In this paper, we show how Simulink models can be formally analyzed for invariance properties using bounded model-checking reduced to satisfiability modulo theories solving. In its basic form, the technique provides means for rigorous verification of an underlying model over bounded traces, however, in general the procedure is incomplete. We identify common Simulink block types and compositions by analyzing selected industrial models, and we show that for some of them the set of non-repeating states (reachability diameter) can be visited with a finite set of paths of finite length, yielding the verification complete. We complement our approach with a tool, called SYMC that automates the following: i) calculation of the reachability diameter size for some of the designs, ii) generation of finite (bounded) paths of the underlying Simulink model and their encoding into SMT-LIB format, and iii) checking invariance properties using the Z3 SMT solver. To show the applicability of our approach, we formally analyze the Simulink model of a prototype industrial system, namely the Brake-by-Wire system from Volvo Group Trucks Technology, Sweden.

Contributions. I was the main driver for this work. I proposed the approach and implemented the SYMC tool. I performed the analysis of the industrial use-case models to identify the commonly-used compositions of blocks. I proposed all the definitions, theorems, and the necessary proofs. I wrote the complete paper. Cristina Seceleanu and Guillermo Rodriguez-Navas contributed through useful discussions on the approach, mostly on the completeness of the bounded model checking for the identified compositions. Additionally, Cristina provided a valuable feedback on the final draft of the paper.


Abstract. With the ever-increasing size and complexity of the industrial software systems there is an imperative need for an automated, systematic and
exhaustive verification of various software artifacts, such as system specifications, models, code, etc. A potential remedy for this need might lie in a pool of techniques for computer-aided verification of software related artifacts, including system specifications. The Achilles’ heel of these techniques, and the main hinder for their wider adoption in industrial development process are the complexity and the specialized skill-set required for the formal encoding of specifications. To alleviate this problem, Specification Patterns that are based on the observation that the system specifications are framed within reoccurring solutions have been proposed. The approach has been shown to be expressive enough for capturing requirements in the automotive domain, however, there is a lack of empirical data that can be used to judge its practical usefulness. In this paper, we involve an existing specification-patterns-based tool, and propose a small-size evaluation of the approach with practitioners, on a case study conducted in cooperation with Scania, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of heavy-load vehicles. Our results show that the specification patterns that are supported by an adequate tooling have the potential for adoption in industrial practice.

Contributions. I was the main driver for this work. I performed all phases of the case study, including the case study planning, setup, execution and reporting. During the case study setup phase, I selected the subset of requirements that are used in the case study and redesigned the PROAS tool specifically for this study, including adjustments to the user interface and implementing the features such as the timer that automatically keeps track of the time spent per requirement. Then, I proposed the group of case study subjects and personally contacted each of them to ensure their participation in the study. I prepared the tutorial used by the case study subjects. During the case study execution phase, I met with each of them at their workspace at Scania in Södertälje, Sweden. Finally, I did the data analysis and drew the conclusions. I wrote the complete paper. Cristina Seceleanu contributed through useful discussions especially for the development of the survey, mostly on defining the questions and the set of possible options for the expressing the degree of satisfaction. Additionally, Cristina provided valuable feedback on the final draft of the paper.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we introduce the technical concepts that are used throughout the thesis. First, in Section 2.1, we present a brief overview of the model-based development paradigm. Next, in Section 2.2 we describe specification patterns for formal system specification, followed by an overview of some state-of-the-art techniques for consistency analysis of the formally encoded specifications, in Section 2.3. After that, in Section 2.4, we present the MATLAB Simulink environment. Finally, in Section 2.5, we give a short overview of the formal techniques for modeling and verification of embedded systems, which we employ in our work, namely satisfiability modulo theories, statistical model checking and bounded model checking.

2.1 Model-based Development

Managing complexity of artifacts is one of the fundamental problems in all engineering disciplines. According to Brooks [28], the complexity in systems engineering stems from at least two sources: i) the inherent complexity of the engineering problem itself, and ii) the complexity introduced by the tools and methods that are used for solving the problem. In the domain of software engineering, model-based development (MBD) has proven to be an effective paradigm for developing complex software solutions. The main idea of MBD is to facilitate system modeling through multiple abstractions, corresponding to the different systems development phases. Ideally, this should enable the seamless integration of design and analysis techniques and tools throughout
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The process of abstraction focuses on removing the irrelevant details from the system. By applying abstraction one creates a specific view of the system that contains all the essential parts relevant for a specific problem. The newly obtained abstract view of the system is then more tractable for various purposes, such as analysis and verification. An abstract version of a system as observed from a particular point of view is called model. By using MBD paradigm for software development, the goal is to raise the abstraction level of both the underlying problem and the proposed (software) solution, and thus shift the focus from coding to modeling activities. According to Selic [29], in order for any software model to be practically useful, it should at least exhibit the following characteristics:

- **Abstract** - the model should be abstract, which means that it should hide all the irrelevant details such that the important features stand out;

- **Accurate** - the model must represent the abstracted system faithfully. This means that any model must correctly reflect the properties of interest;

- **Understandable** - the model must convey the information of interest in a clear and unambiguous way;

- **Predictable** - the model should behave in the expected way.

A software model that has the aforementioned properties is practically useful for documenting both the problem and the solution. The accuracy and the predictability features of the models allows one to treat them as executable specifications. This is possible only if the language used for describing the model has well-defined semantics, which is the main prerequisite for employing specialized tools for generating the executable code from the model directly.

Because of the benefits that it provides, the MBD paradigm has become the “go-to” way for developing software in the automotive systems domain. The paradigm has become an enabler for the engineers who are not trained as software engineers to produce most of the embedded software that is running in modern vehicles. By using the MBD methods and tools, engineers who are skilled in various engineering disciplines, but not necessarily in software engineering, can abstract away the implementation of their solutions, which lets them model their solutions in easy and intuitive ways. One such tool for
modeling, simulation and code generation in industrial settings is MATLAB Simulink, which we introduce in details later in this chapter.

2.2 Specification Patterns

Writing formal properties for formal verification is a daunting task which requires high proficiency in logic. One way of enabling practitioners who are not experts in formal techniques to create formal system specifications is to provide them with methods and tools for a structured and reusable style of specifying requirements, where the structures have precise semantics that define the relationship between their syntax and the model of computation. Having the system specifications expressed using such structures facilitates the automatic generation of the formal systems’ specifications.

To enable the industrial practitioners to write formal specifications, in our work we adopt the specification patterns system (SPS) approach [11, 18]. The approach is based on the assumption that systems’ specifications are framed within reoccurring solutions, from which a set of patterns can be extracted and saved for future reuse. Each pattern captures some system behavior which must hold for a certain extent of execution called scope. The patterns are expressed as a combination of literal and non-literal terminals.

The original SPS catalog proposed by Dwyer et al. [11, 18] is compiled by analyzing more than 500 examples of property specifications for various systems. The catalog contains 13 qualitative patterns, which for easier navigation are divided into two categories: order and occurrence, expressed in different temporal logics. The occurrence category contains patterns that describe the occurrence of a given state/event in the system, while the patterns from the ordering category are used to capture the relative ordering of the occurrence of multiple events/states during system execution. The catalog also introduced five different scopes, given as following:

- **Globally**, the entire program execution;
- **Before Q**, before the first occurrence of the state/event Q;
- **After Q**, after the first occurrence of the state/event Q;
- **Between Q and R**, any part of the program execution between states/events Q and R;
- **After Q until R**, similar as Between Q and R, except that the execution continues even if the second state/event never occurs.
The visualization of the five scopes is given in Figure 2.1. The complete time-line of the program execution is represented by a horizontal line segment. For simplicity, the figure shows the definition of the scopes based on the occurrence of only two different events/states, namely $Q$ and $R$, which are denoted with vertical dashed lines. The extent of program execution that is captured by a particular scope is denoted by one or more gray rectangles.

One of the limitations of the SPS catalog provided by Dwyer et al. [18] is that it does not contain patterns for specification of real-time properties. For that purpose, Konrad and Cheng introduced a new category of patterns, called *real-time*, suitable for specification of real-time systems. Consequently, the extended catalog of specification patterns is called *real-time specification pattern system* (RTSPS). In the same work, Konrad and Cheng additionally propose a controlled natural language (CNL) representation on top of the formal notations to increase readability and accessibility of specifications to different stakeholders. For illustration, let us consider the following pattern, which captures the bounded response behavior with global scope:

*Globally,* it is always the case that if $P$ holds, then $S$ holds after at most $t$ seconds.

The literal terminals in the pattern are given in *italic* font and they represent the static part of the pattern, that is, the terminals that are fixed apriori and cannot be changed by the user. The non-literal terminals, given as regular text
in the above pattern can be either Boolean expressions that describe system properties (denoted as P and S for in the illustrative example), or integer values that capture timing aspects (denoted as t in the same pattern). The text in bold denotes the scope of validity of the specified behavior, which is also part of the user-defined input. Given that the semantics of both the scope (Globally) and the behavior (bounded response) are formally defined [12, 18], we can automatically generate the following temporal formula for the given pattern expressed in TCTL: \( AG(P \implies AF_{\leq t} S) \).

As a necessary aid for applying the specification patterns on realistic systems, there exists plethora of academic tools [30–34].

2.3 Sanity Checking of System Specifications

Once the system specifications have been formally encoded, one can apply formal analysis and verification techniques in order to reason about their quality, either with respect to the system model or to establish some properties of the specification in isolation.

The term sanity checking has been introduced by Kupferman [35] to denote the process of automatically establishing the quality of formal system specifications represented as a set of temporal formulas with respect to formally defined criteria. In the literature, there is a number of sanity checking approaches that use different sets of formal criteria to assess the quality of the system specifications [35–39], but in this thesis we focus on consistency, which means the lack of logically contradicting formulas within a specification. Our aim is to ensure that a set of formally encoded system properties are consistent, that is, free of logical contractions.

The type of sanity checking that we are interested in, namely, assessing the internal consistency of an embedded system specification, does not require a structural or functional model of the system, hence the name model-free sanity checking [40]. The benefits of the model-free sanity checking is the possibility to detect errors in the specifications in the early phases of development, thus preventing their propagation into the subsequent artifacts.

Most of the existing sanity checking approaches define sanity checking criteria in such a way that it can be automatically checked using model checking. Despite the benefit of exhaustive sanity checking, such approaches can suffer from number of limitations such as the state-space explosion, or a very long analysis time in cases of complex specifications. Therefore, for early assessments of the specifications’ quality, complementary techniques such as
SAT/SMT-based analysis could be beneficial.

2.4 MATLAB Simulink

MATLAB Simulink (commonly referred to as Simulink) is a graphical programming environment for modeling and simulation for multi-domain dynamic systems. It represents an extension of the MATLAB environment developed by MathWorks [15]. A Simulink model (or Simulink diagram) is a hierarchical representation of a system that is composed of blocks that communicate via signals. Due to its versatility, Simulink has become the de facto standard for MBD in many domains, such as the automotive, railways and avionics domain.

Simulink provides a standard library that contains a number of different types of atomic and composite blocks. An atomic Simulink block represents a fundamental modeling unit that models an input-output relationship or another modeling concept in order to produce an output, either continuously\(^1\) or at specific time points. All of the atomic blocks from the Simulink library have a predefined input-output function, which can be customized via the block specific parameters. For instance, the Gain Simulink block performs a multiplication of the value of an input signal by a predefined gain value (scalar or vector). While the input-output function of the Gain block cannot be changed, the gain value is user defined and can be changed at both design and run time. The standard library of blocks as provided by Simulink is not complete. In order to facilitate the extension of the standard library of atomic blocks, Simulink introduces the concept of s-function, which allows one to define an atomic Simulink block by specifying its input-output function in one of the following programming languages: MATLAB, C, C++, or Fortran. One can additionally apply the concept of masking by using a special extension called Mask, which defines the interface of the newly-introduced block and encapsulates its behavior as a black box.

The composite Simulink blocks are used for modeling the hierarchical structure of a Simulink diagram. The most commonly used composite block is the Subsystem, which has multiple variations such as Triggered Subsystem, Referenced Subsystem, etc. Unlike the atomic ones, the composite Simulink blocks do not have a predefined input-output functions. Instead, the computation of the outputs for the composite blocks is modeled through a set of atomic blocks.

\(^1\)These blocks are not continuous per se, instead they model the continuous-time behavior in numerical simulations.
blocks. The hierarchical structure of a model is achieved through nesting the composite blocks. The execution semantics of the composite blocks can be either virtual or atomic. The virtual composite blocks are used to improve the readability of the model and as such do not influence the execution order of the blocks inside the model, whereas the composite blocks that are executed as atomic units enforce Simulink to treat the set of atomic blocks within their structure as an atomic unit of execution. The composite blocks with atomic execution semantics can be conditionally executed based on an external triggering, function call, or enabling input. To facilitate reuse, Simulink allows the contents of a given subsystem to be saved into a separate model file, commonly referred to as library.

A Simulink simulation represents a sequential evocation (execution) of the blocks inside the model for a finite time interval. The engine that produces the simulations is called solver [41]. Depending on the nature of a Simulink model, a different solver is used to generate the simulations. The sequential order at which the blocks are executed during simulation is called sorted order or slist. Each block has a unique execution order number. The notion of time of a Simulink simulation is modeled via different types of simulation steps. In our work, we assume a fixed-step solver, meaning that the size of the simulation step remains fixed during the entire course of the simulation, and the following two simulation steps: major and minor. The minor simulation step represents the fundamental time quanta that is also an integer fraction of the major simulation step and is used to improve the accuracy of the numerical computation.
Based on how they update their output during simulation, all blocks, be they composite or atomic can be classified into two categories: continuous-time and discrete-time blocks. The continuous-time blocks produce new outputs at each minor step, whereas the discrete-time blocks produce new outputs at predefined points in time, determined based on the *sampling time* of the block. Another exclusive feature of the discrete-time Simulink blocks is the possibility to delay the first execution, specified through the *offset* parameter of the block. Both the sample time and the offset parameters are expressed as an integer number of major simulation steps. In case the offset of a given block is greater than zero, the subsequent outputs are produced relative to the offset period and not to the beginning of the simulation. Figure 2.2 shows an example of Sine block as modeled in Simulink (Figure 2.2a) and simulation traces for both continuous-time and discrete-time behavior of the block (Figure 2.2b).

The capabilities of Simulink are extended by two supportive tools: Simulink Design Verifier (SLDV) [17] and Simulink Coder [16], both provided by MathWorks. As advertised by the vendor, the SLDV tool uses formal methods to detect design errors, such as integer overflow, division by zero, dead logic, array access violations, etc. The tool can also verify system requirements expressed as verification objectives, which are in fact simple Simulink models. The Simulink Coder is used for automatic generation of executable C or C++ code.

In this thesis, we focus on two use cases of industrial Simulink models, namely Brake-by-Wire (BBW) and Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL), both implemented and provided by our industrial partner Volvo Group Trucks Technology (VGTT).

### 2.5 Formal Modeling and Verification

*Formal verification* is a set of techniques based on mathematics used to rigorously prove the correctness of a system model expressed in a formal notation. Compared to other verification techniques such as simulation and testing, formal verification techniques are deemed to deliver a higher degree of assurance. Due to this, formal verification techniques can be used for proving the absence of certain types of errors. The formal verification techniques in principle can be divided into two categories: i) *deductive*, used for proving the correctness of the system based on a number of axioms and a set of proof rules, and ii) *algorithmic or model checking*, based on techniques that perform systematic and exhaustive exploration of the model’s state space in order to determine whether
the system model meets a set of defined logical properties.

The practical difference between the two classes of formal verification techniques boils down to the degree of automation of the verification procedure. While the model-checking-based verification procedures are fully automated, the deductive verification techniques require considerable user interaction during proof construction. Consequently, the model-checking-based formal verification techniques are considered much more suitable for formal verification in industrial settings. In some instances, the model-checking problem can be reduced to a satisfiability problem [42]. In this thesis, we use Satisfiability Modulo Theories [21] for consistency analysis of formalized requirements, and for the bounded model checking of Simulink models.

2.5.1 Satisfiability Modulo Theories and Z3

The problem of determining whether a set of one or more formulas expressing constraints has a solution is called constraint satisfiability problem. The most well-known constraint satisfiability problem is the propositional satisfaction SAT, where the problem is to decide if a formula over Boolean variables formed using logical connectives can be made true by choosing false/true values of the constituent variables.

To express our constraints, in this thesis we use first-order logic (FOL) formulas. A FOL formula is a logical formula formed using logical connectives, variables, quantifiers and function and predicate symbols. A solution for a set of FOL formulas is a model, which is an interpretation of all variable, function and predicate symbols that make the given formula true. In addition to the FOL constructs, the formulas that we use contain arithmetic operators such as: \{<, \leq, =, +, -, *, \div\}. For checking satisfiability of such formulas that contain symbols that are interpreted by some background theory (such as the theory of arithmetic) we use Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [21].

The decidability for the SAT problem is NP complete [43], which means that in general case, that is, for all possible interpretations the SAT problem is undecidable, thus it is not feasible to develop a procedure that can solve an arbitrary SAT/SMT problem. To make SMT solving practically possible, most of the decision state-of-art procedures focus on realistic examples and provide means for efficiently solving problems that occur in practice. The basic assumption for such procedures is that the satisfaction of the formulas produced by the verification and analysis tools is due to a small fraction of the formula, while the rest can be deemed irrelevant. In recent years, thanks to the advances in the core algorithms, and the optimizations of data structures and heuristics,
there is tremendous progress in problems that can be solved using SAT/SMT procedures. In addition, a significant role in the advancement is played by the increasingly mature state-of-art tools.

In our work, we use the Z3 [44] SMT solver and theorem prover developed and maintained by the Microsoft RiSE group. The advantage of Z3 is that it has a stable group of developers that maintains the tool, as well as a broad academic community that is actively using it. The input of the tool is a set of assertions that can be either declarations or constraints over variables. Originally, the assertions are specified using the SMT-LIB language [45]. For practical reasons, Z3 also provides a number of application programmable interfaces (APIs) for specifying assertions using common programming languages such as C#, Python, Java, etc.

The set of formulas whose satisfiability is to be checked are stored on the Z3 internal stack. The command `assert` adds a new formula to the stack. Once the set of formulas of interest have been placed on the internal stack, the SMT decision procedure is initiated by executing the command `check-sat`, which checks whether there is a solution for the conjunction of all the assertions on the stack. If the set of assertions is satisfiable, Z3 returns the result `SAT`, which can be accompanied by the model that contains the witness assignment of the variables. The model is generated using the command `get-model`. In the opposite case, that is, when the set of assertions on the stack is not satisfied, the tool returns `UNSAT`. Additionally, the `UNSAT` can be augmented with a minimal set of inconsistent assertions, which can be generated using the `unsat-core` command.

### 2.5.2 Model Checking

*Model checking* is a fully automated verification technique that performs a systematic and exhaustive exploration of the reachable state-space of a model, to prove whether it satisfies a given property modeled in logic [46]. The model-checking procedure is automatically performed by a verifier tool called *model checker*.

The core of model checking is the verification algorithm performed by the model checker. The input of a model checker is a system model expressed in a formal notation and a set of formally specified logical properties. There are two possible outcomes of the model-checking procedure. In case when the model satisfies a given property, the model checker returns a positive answer, which for reachability and some liveness properties (e.g., something good will eventually happen) comes as a witness trace. In case of encountering violation
of a safety property (a bad thing never happens), the model checker generates a counter example, which is usually a path (error trace) to the state that violates the safety property.

Due to its systematic approach and the exhaustiveness of the state-space exploration, the model checking procedure can handle models with state spaces up to a certain size, above which there is not enough memory to store new states. This is known as the state-space explosion problem. The state-of-the-art model checking tools, such as UPPAAL [47], Spin [48] or NuSVM [49] use optimal data structures and smart algorithms, thus can be applied on system models with state spaces up to $10^{476}$ states [50].

Despite the drastic improvements in memory efficiency, performing an exhaustive state-space exploration on industrial models is likely to result in a state-space explosion due to the complexity and high intricacy of the industrial models. In order to avoid this problem for the verification of industrial systems modeled in Simulink, in this thesis we resort to special types of model checking, by which we either compute the probability that a model satisfies a given property using statistical model checking [23] or we exhaustively explore a subset of the complete reachable state-space of the model using a technique called bounded model checking [42]. In the following, we present details about both approaches.

### 2.5.3 Statistical Model Checking

In this section, we present a more detailed overview of the statistical model checking (SMC) by presenting the modeling formalism in which the models can be expressed and the logic that is used to encode the properties of the model.

The main objective of SMC is to compute the probability that a given property is satisfied by a model, based on a finite number of model simulations of finite length [23]. A high-level overview of SMC is given in Figure 2.3. SMC uses series of simulation-based techniques to answer two types of questions:

- **Qualitative:** is the probability of a given property being satisfied by a random system execution greater or equal than some threshold?

- **Quantitative:** what is the probability that a random system execution satisfies a given property?
The qualitative properties are also referred to as hypothesis testing, while the quantitative are called probability estimation. In both cases, the answer provided by the procedure will be correct up to a certain level of confidence. Since SMC is less memory intensive than the traditional model checking, it can be used to statistically verify models with infinite state spaces.

In our work, we use UPPAAL Statistical Model Checker (UPPAAL SMC) [24] in our approach proposed to formally analyze semantically transformed Simulink models, which we apply on the use cases provided by our industrial partners. The input of the UPPAAL SMC tool is a network of stochastic timed automata and a set of properties formalized in temporal logic. In the following, we give a brief overview of the timed automata and stochastic timed automata frameworks, as well as the temporal logic used for specifying system properties in UPPAAL SMC.
Timed Automata

Timed automata (TA) \[51\] represents an extension of finite-state automata with a set of real-valued variables called clocks, suitable for modeling the behavior of real-time systems. The clocks are non-negative variables that grow at a fixed rate to denote the passage of time. The only assignment operation of clocks is the reset operation, which sets the clock to zero. The formal definition of a timed automaton (TA) is given as the following tuple:

\[
TA = (L, l_0, X, \Sigma, E, I)
\]

where: \(L\) is a finite set of locations, \(l_0 \in L\) is the initial location, \(X \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n\) is a finite set of \(n\) clocks, \(\Sigma\) is a finite set of actions, including synchronization and internal actions, \(E \subseteq L \times B(X) \times \Sigma \times 2^X \times L\) is a finite set of edges of type \(e = (l, g, a, r, l')\), where \(l\) and \(l'\) are the source and the sink locations of the edge, respectively, \(g\) is a predicate on \(\mathbb{R}^X\) called guard, action label \(a \in \Sigma\), and \(r\) is the set of clocks that are reset when the edge is traversed. \(I : L \to B(X)\) is a function that assigns invariants to locations, which bound the time allowed in a particular location. An edge is going to be traversed if its guard \(g\) evaluates to true. \(B(X)\) represents the set of formulas called clock constrains of the following form \(x \triangledown c\), where \(x \in X, c \in \mathbb{N}\) and \(\triangledown \in \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >\}\). A clock constraint is downwards closed if \(\triangledown \in \{<, \leq, =\}\).

The operational semantics of a TA are defined over a timed transition system \((S, \to)\), where \(S\) is set of states, and the \(\to\) is the transition relation that defines how the system evolves by moving from one state to another. A state in the system is represented as a pair \((l, v)\), where \(l\) is the location and the \(v\) is the valuation of the clocks. A TA evolves by performing a transition, which can be either a discrete or a delay. By executing a discrete transition the automaton instantaneously transitions from one location into another without any time delay, whereas by executing a delay transition the automaton stays in the same location while allowing time to pass, which is represented by increasing the value of the clocks. A path (or trace) \(\sigma\) of a TA is an infinite sequence \(\sigma = s_0a_0s_1a_1s_2a_2...\) of states alternated by transitions, such that \(s_i \xrightarrow{a_i} s_{i+1}\).

The TA modeling framework allows for the systems to be modeled as a set of communicating components. Let \(A_1, A_2, ..., A_n\) be a set of TA, such that each of them corresponds to an individual component of the system. A network of TA (NTA) is simply a parallel composition \(A_1 || A_2 || ... || A_n\) of a finite number of timed automata, where || denotes the parallel composition operator.
Stochastic Timed Automata

The stochastic timed automata (STA) [24, 52] is an extension of TA with a delay density function \( \mu \) that represents the set of all density delay functions \( \mu_s \in L \times \mathbb{R}^X \), which can be either uniform or exponential distribution, and \( \gamma \), which is the set of all output probability functions \( \gamma_s \) over the \( \Sigma_o \) output edges of the automaton. The formal definition of a STA is given by the following tuple:

\[
STA = \langle TA, \mu, \gamma \rangle \tag{2.2}
\]

The stochastic semantics of a timed automaton STA with a corresponding set of states \( S \) is defined based on the probability distributions for both delays and outputs for each state \( s = (l, v) \in S \) of the automaton [52]. The delay density function \( \mu_s \) over delays in \( \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \), is either a uniform or an exponential distribution depending on the invariant in \( l \). With \( E_l \) we denote the disjunction of guards \( g \) such that \( e = (l, g, o, -, -) \in E \) for some output \( o \). Then, \( d(l, v) \) denotes the infimum delay before the output is enabled \( d(l, v) = \inf \{ d \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} : v + d \models E_l \} \), whereas \( D(l, v) = \sup \{ d \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} : v + d \models I(l) \} \) is the supremum delay. If the supremum delay \( D(l, v) < \infty \), then the delay density function \( \mu_s \) in a given state \( s \) is a uniform distribution over the interval \( [d(l, v), D(l, v)] \). Otherwise, when the upper bound on the delays out of \( s \) does not exist, then \( \mu_s \) is an exponential distribution with a rate \( P(l) \), where \( P : L \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) is an additional distribution rate specified for the automaton. The output probability function \( \gamma_s \) for every state \( s = (l, v) \in S \) is the uniform distribution over the set \( \{ o : (l, g, o, -, -) \in E \land v \models g \} \).

The stochastic semantics of a network of STA (NSTA) subsumes independence between the components [52]. Each component, based on the delay density function and the output probability function repeatedly decides on which output to generate and at which point in time. Consequently, the output will be determined by the component that has chosen to produce output after the minimum delay.

2.5.4 UPPAAL Statistical Model Checker

UPPAAL [47] is an integrated development environment for modeling, simulation and verification of real-time systems, developed as a joint research effort by the Uppsala University and Aalborg University. The tool was initially released in 1995 and since has been constantly updated with new features. UPPAAL Statistical Model Checker (UPPAAL SMC) [53] is an extension of UPP-
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(a) Timed Automaton

(b) Stochastic Timed Automaton

Figure 2.4: UPPAAL timed automaton and stochastic timed automaton.

PPAAL model checker for SMC. The input language of the UPPAAL SMC is a NSTA model. In the following section, we present an illustrative example of a stochastic timed automata as modeled in UPPAAL SMC.

UPPAAL SMC Stochastic Timed Automata: Example

In this section we present an illustrative example of an ordinary timed automaton and a stochastic timed automaton as supported by UPPAAL SMC.

The input language of the UPPAAL model checker extends the original TA framework with a number of features, including: constants, global and local data variables (integer variables with bounded domain), arithmetic operators, arrays, synchronization channels, urgent and committed locations, as well as definition of procedures using a subset of the C programming language [54]. The input into the UPPAAL SMC tool is a network of stochastic timed automata (NSTA). The NTA in UPPAAL is a parallel composition of a finite set of timed automata over $X$ and $\Sigma$, synchronizing over channels and using shared variables.

Figures 2.4a and 2.4b show an example of TA and STA, respectively, as supported by UPPAAL SMC. The automaton in Figure 2.4a shows an UPPAAL TA that models the behavior of a component in the system that periodically executes a predefined computational routine ($\text{compute()}$) that maps inputs to outputs. It is composed of two locations: Init and Operate, out of which Init is the initial one, which is denoted by two concentric circles. By taking the edge from Init to the Operate location the automaton executes an update action, which in this particular example resets the clock variable timer. The Operate location is decorated with an invariant $\text{timer} \leq \text{ts}$, denoting that the automaton...
is allowed to stay in that location and perform delay transitions as long as the value of the clock variable is smaller or equal to the value of the sample time (ts). The Operate location represents the operational mode of the automaton and has a single looping edge decorated with a guard expression timer ≥ ts. The automaton takes the edge on the Operate location whenever the guard timer ≥ ts is satisfied, that is, as soon as timer == ts. When the edge is taken, two update actions are executed: i) the computational routine (compute()) that produces output based on the current value of the input, and ii) the reset of the clock variable. The computational routine is encoded as a C function. In Figure 2.4b we show an example of a STA. The automaton is composed of the same two locations (Init and Operate) as the TA in Figure 2.4a. This automaton models the behavior of a component that executes continuously, that is, at very small time intervals (similar to a continuous-time Simulink block, Section 2.4). To model an approximation of a continuous behavior of the component, instead of an invariant, we decorate the Operate location with a rate of exponential. The rate of exponential is in fact a user-defined value for the distribution parameter λ in the delay function that calculates the probability that the automaton leaves the specified location at each simulation step, as follows: \( Pr(\text{leaving Operate after } t) = 1 - e^{-\lambda t} \), \( \lambda = 1000 \). Basically, the greater the value of \( \lambda \), the higher the probability that the automaton leaves the location.

**Temporal Logics for Property Specification**

In this section, we give an overview of the different temporal logics used in this thesis for specifying properties of timed transition systems.

Computation Tree Logic (CTL) is a branching time logic used for formal specification of finite-state systems [55]. The semantics of CTL is defined over a model \( M \) that consists of a non-empty set of states \( S \), a labeling function \( \text{Label} : S \rightarrow 2^{AP} \) that assigns a set of atomic propositions (AP) to each state in the model, and a successor function \( R : S \rightarrow S \) which assigns a set of successor states to each state \( s \in S \).

The syntax of a CTL formula consists of quantifiers over paths and path-specific temporal operators. In CTL, there are two path quantifiers: universal, denoted by “\( A \)”, which reads “for all paths”, and existential, denoted by “\( E \)”, which reads “there exists a path”. A valid CTL formula is of the type \( \varphi U \psi \), where “\( U \)” (“until”) represents the basic path-specific temporal operator, that can be combined with either of the path quantifiers. There are two additional derived path-specific temporal operators, namely the \( F(\text{Future}) \) also denoted by “\( \diamond \)”, meaning that a formula eventually becomes true (\( F\varphi \Leftrightarrow \text{true} U \varphi \)),
and the $G(Globally)$ also denoted by "□", meaning that a given formula is always true ($G\varphi \iff \neg F \neg \varphi$). There exists also a weaker version of the $U$ operator called "weak-until" defined as follows: $\varphi W \psi \iff (\varphi U \psi) \lor G\varphi$, which captures all the formulas where the right hand side term ($\psi$) might never be satisfied.

Timed CTL (TCTL) [56] is an extension of the CTL with real-valued variables called clocks. In TCTL each of the path-specific operators has a timed version that uses constraints over clocks. For denoting the timed operators, in this thesis we use the following syntax: $\text{Operator}_{\text{\textit{T}}}T$, where $\text{Operator} \in \{U, F, G, W\}$, $\infty \in \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >\}$, and $T$ is a numeric bound on the real-valued variable. For instance, the formula $EF_{\leq T}\varphi$ requires that there exists an execution path along which $\varphi$ eventually becomes true within $T$ time units.

In UPPAAL SMC [52], one can specify probabilistic time-constrained properties in the probabilistic extension of the weighted metric temporal logic (PWMTL). The PWMTL properties of UPPAAL SMC that we use in this thesis are as follows:

$$\psi ::= \mathbb{P}(F_{C \leq \cdot} \varphi) \triangleright p \lor \mathbb{P}(G_{C \leq \cdot} \varphi) \triangleright p$$

(2.3)

where $C$ is the observer clock of the automaton under analysis, $\varphi$ is a state-property with respect to the automaton, $\infty \in \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >\}$ and $p \in [0, 1]$.

### 2.5.5 Bounded Model Checking

**Bounded model checking** (BMC) [42] is a specialized model checking technique for verification of system properties over a finite subset of the model’s state space that is covered by execution paths of finite length. The finite length of the paths, which is usually denoted by $k$ is called *bound*. Initially proposed as an efficient refutation technique, it has been shown that BMC can also be used for full verification of underlying designs [57].

Let $M$ be the system model with the set of states $S$, $I \subseteq S$ be the set of initial states and a state transition relation $T$, which is a binary relation on $S$. We write $T(s, s')$ to indicate that the state $s$ is related to state $s'$ via the transition relation $T$. Based on this, we define a path in $M$ as follows:

$$\text{path}(s_{[0, \ldots, n]}) \triangleq \bigwedge \bigvee T(s_i, s_{i+1}), \forall i. 0 \leq i < n$$

(2.4)

Formula (2.4) represents a finite path in model $M$. The size of a path is determined by the number of transitions that it contains. Same as for any other
form of model checking, one can check different types of properties over the finite paths. In our work, we are interested in checking safety requirements, which can be encoded as invariance properties over bounded paths. An invariance property \((P)\) is a property that holds in every reachable state in model \(M\), which is formally defined as follows:

\[
\forall s_0, \ldots, s_n, \forall i \cdot 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \cdot (I(s_0) \land \text{path}(s_0, \ldots, i)) \implies P(s_i), \tag{2.5}
\]

where \(P(s_i)\) is a predicate denoting that a given state \(s_i\) satisfies property \(P\). Using this definition, one can check the model with respect to invariance properties in one of the following ways: i) using the forward reachability procedure, which starts from the set of initial states \(I(s_0)\) and repeatedly applies the transition relation \(T\), while checking whether the each new state satisfies \(P\), or ii) one can resort to a backward reachability procedure, which starts from a non-initial state \((s_k \cdot 0 < k \leq n)\) in which \(P(s_k)\) does not hold, and then show that it is not possible to reach an initial state by applying the inverse transition relation.

In any case, one can prove that the model \(M\) satisfies an invariance property \(P\) by proving the following conjunction:

\[
\forall s_0, \ldots, s_n, \forall i \cdot 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \cdot (\neg(I(s_0) \land \text{path}(s_0, \ldots, i)) \land \neg P(s_i)) \tag{2.6}
\]

where \(n\) denotes the length of the longest path of non-repeating states, defined as follows:

\[
\max\{i \mid \exists s_0, \ldots, s_i \cdot I(s_0) \land T(s_j, s_{j+1}) \land \bigwedge_{j=0}^{i-1} T(s_j, s_{j+1}) \land \bigwedge_{m=j+1}^{i} \neg s_m \neq s_m\} \tag{2.7}
\]

Provided that the transition relation \(T(s, s')\) can be expressed as a predicate, it is clear how the reachability problem can be reduced to a Boolean satisfiability problem. In cases when the transition relation \(T\) is constrained by a background theory, SMT is applied. This representation of the transition relation and the reachability procedure give the following advantages to BMC over the symbolic model checking based on binary decision diagrams: i) it alleviates the infamous state-space explosion of model checking, and ii) it is very efficient for fast detection of errors in bounded traces up to 100 transitions \([42]\).

The invariance-checking BMC procedure terminates when one of the following two conditions is fulfilled: i) Formula (2.6) cannot be satisfied, or ii)
a predefined number of transitions (denoted as $k$) of the transition relation has been reached. The termination in the first case is due to the fact that a state that does not satisfy property $P$ is detected, in which case a counter-example is generated. In the second case, all of the states along the generated path satisfy the invariance property $P$. When the procedure terminates according to the second case, a given property is proven to hold in all states between the initial state and the bound, but not beyond that. This makes the procedure incomplete, as there is no information whether the states reachable beyond the bound $k$ satisfy the property or not. However, this is not the case for all models as there are some designs in which the paths might be infinite, but the set of non-repeating states is finite and all of them are reachable within $k$. Such designs usually contain a back loop in the transition relation, meaning that $T(s_i, s_j)$ represents a transition from some current state $s_i$ to a state $s_j$ that has been previously visited. The minimal path that contains the complete set of non-repeating states is called the reachability diameter, and its size is called completeness threshold ($CT$). In our work, we show the existence of the reachability diameter of finite size to perform complete verification of invariance properties over certain Simulink models. For the models that do not have a reachability diameter of finite size, we perform an incomplete invariance checking.
Chapter 3

Research Methodology

A research method represents a concrete way of solving research problems. The logical scheme of the research method that is used to obtain answers to scientific questions is called scientific method [58]. A collection of well-established and accepted scientific methods, rules and postulates particular for some research discipline is called research methodology. In this chapter, we present an overview of the research methodology used to fulfil the research goals of this thesis.

![Figure 3.1: The cycle of our research process.](image)

The core of our research methodology is the research process that is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The research process used in this thesis represents an adaptation of the four steps research framework proposed by Holz et al. [59].
Although the original framework is primarily intended for teaching, our adaptation makes it suitable for our research context.

Our research process starts with defining a particular research goal. As the aim of our research is to provide tools and methods that are relevant for the industrial practitioners, all of the research goals are defined based on the following: i) a particular industrial challenge that needs to be addressed, ii) the state of the practice and iii) the state-of-the-art literature. The initial point for defining our research goals are the concrete real-world software engineering challenges that we identify in cooperation with our industrial partners Scania and Volvo Trucks Group Technology (VGTT). Then, we analyze the industrial challenges from a research point-of-view in order to identify the underlying research challenges. A particular challenge might stem from some specific engineering process used by the company or from a set of methods and tools that are currently being used in the development process. In order to formulate a research goal (research objective), we apply the critical analysis of relevant literature and practice method [60]. By performing the critical assessment of the relevant literature and practice we make sure that the defined research goal has not been previously addressed in the existing body of knowledge. The formulation of the research goals is not a linear process, as they are iteratively refined and narrowed down until the final version is reached.

During the next step of the research process we propose a solution that addresses an identified research goal. For developing the solutions that address the different research goals defined in this thesis, we use a set of established research methods. In the following, we present the research methods used for developing the contributions in each of the papers that constitute this thesis as listed in Section 1.1. In Paper A [19], we use the case study research method [61, 62] in order to assess the expressiveness of an already existing approach for formal system specification in industrial settings. The contribution of the paper is not a method or a tool that addresses a particular research goal, but rather a collection of empirical data that we use to draw conclusions on the expressiveness of an existing method in industrial settings and to identify challenges not addressed in the literature. In contrast to this, in Paper B [22], C [25], and D [26] we propose concrete solutions for the identified research goals through adaptation of already existing approaches for the formal analysis of system specifications encoded as temporal formulas (Paper B) and methods based on existing techniques for the formal analysis and verification of Simulink models, based on statistical model checking (Paper C) and bounded model checking (Paper D). The listed contributions are on two fronts: i) proposing an adaptation of an already existing technique to address
our research goals, which is performed through the *formal proof of correctness* research method [59] that ensures that our adaptation is theoretically and formally sound, and ii) a tool that implements the proposed technique such that the feasibility of the solution can be tested in our context, for which we apply the *proof-of-concept method* [59].

During the last step of the research process, we perform validation of our research results. The main goal of the validation phase is to assess whether our research results are applicable for the earlier identified real-world software engineering challenges in the initial step of the research process. This step is performed in a close cooperation with industry by applying the *proof-by-demonstration* [59] research method, where both researchers and the engineers evaluate the research results. During the validation phase, the following aspects of the results are assessed: i) the scope of the proposed solution, that is, checking whether the proposed solution fully or partially addresses the industrial challenge; ii) scalability, to determine whether the proposed solution can be applied on the actual industrial systems, and iii) usability, that is, does the proposed solution support the transfer of the research results into industrial practice. All of the proposed tools in this thesis are validated using either an operational systems, such as the Fuel Level Display (FLD) system from Scania or the Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL) from VGTT, or working prototypes, such as the Brake-by-Wire system (BBW) from VGTT. For instance, in Paper E [27], the PROPAS tool for the pattern-based formal requirements specification is validated by a group of five engineers from Scania based on a subset of requirements from the FLD system, whereas the BBW Simulink model from VGTT is used for the validation of both the SIMPPAAL tool for the formal analysis of Simulink models using statistical model checking (Paper C), and SYMC tool for bounded invariance checking of Simulink models based on the principles of bounded model checking (Paper D). Based on the outcome of the validation phase, we either modify the proposed solution or we modify the initial research goal, which then triggers subsequent changes to adjust the existing solution and the implementation of the tool.

After the validation phase is concluded, the research results composed of the research goal, the solution (both in terms of theoretical advancements and the tool implementation) and the validation results are summarized into a research manuscript, which we then submit for peer review either as a workshop paper, conference paper or journal article. In some instances, when the results are partial but worth sharing with the research community, we publish them as technical reports [63].
Chapter 4

Research Problem

In this chapter, we present the problem (Section 4.1) and the research goals of this thesis (Section 4.2). First, we define the overall research goal based on the actual state of practice and state of the art, which we then decompose into three smaller research goals, such that we can structure our research and map the produced research results to the goals better.

4.1 Problem Statement

One way of enabling practitioners who are not experts in formal methods to create formal system specifications is by providing them with methods and tools that facilitate structured and reusable style of specification that can be expressed in various notations, including a restricted form of natural language, and have precise semantics (a defined relationship between their syntax and the computational model) such that the corresponding formal specifications can be automatically extracted. The specification patterns fulfill these criteria. There is a large body of work on creating different pattern catalogs [11, 12, 18, 64, 65], and a plethora of academic tools that use the specification patterns for creating formal systems’ specifications [30–34]. What is missing from the existing endeavors are more studies for generating empirical data regarding the applicability of the specification patterns and their expressiveness for capturing the specifications of industrial systems. Some of the potential questions that await answers are: i) How can industrial systems’ specifications be formalized using the specification patterns, and how many of them? ii) Are there types...
of requirements that cannot be captured using the existing set of patterns? iii) How does an engineer know which pattern to select? iv) How to validate that the formalized behavior captures the engineer’s intention?

Once the system specifications have been formally expressed, the next step is to ensure their quality with respect to a certain criterion, such as consistency. A consistent system specification is free of internal contradictions, meaning that it is logically consistent. The majority of the existing work on automated formal analysis approaches for assessing the quality of the systems’ specifications resort to model checking as an underlying analysis technique [13, 14, 35, 38–40, 66]. For these methods the analysis might suffer from the well-known state-space explosion problem, so its scalability can be potentially limited, especially for large industrial models. Additionally, industry has an imperative need for early checking of correctness of the system specifications for preventing potential specification errors from propagating to subsequent artifacts, including the various system models and ultimately the code as the executable artifact. Consequently, a lightweight and sufficiently scalable formal analysis approach for consistency analysis of systems specifications that can be applied even before a complete behavioral system model exists, might be beneficial.

Most industries, and especially the automotive domain, enjoy the benefits of the MBD paradigm, as models provide a good way of abstracting the engineering problem and documenting the design. Currently, many of the solutions are implemented according to the MBD paradigm using different tools. In the automotive domain, Simulink is the de facto standard tool for developing system models. Additional value of the Simulink models is that they can be used as an input into specialized commercial tools for generating code [16], which is later deployed for operation. Assuming that the code generation procedure is correct, one can treat the Simulink models as executable specifications. Under these assumptions, establishing the correctness of the behavioral Simulink models is of utmost importance as it has direct impact on the correctness of the generated code. The formal verification of Simulink models raises challenges on several fronts. First, despite the fact that Simulink is well documented, which includes extensive specification of the atomic and composite blocks, their execution semantics and the input-output functions, there is no formal semantics defined for these models, which can be used to produce a formal counter-part suitable for analysis with the state-of-the-art formal verification tools. Second, considering the high expressiveness of the Simulink models and the complexity and intricacy of industrial systems, even symbolic and exhaustive model checking is likely not to scale, so identifying and em-
4.2 Research Goals Definition

Based on the problem description from Section 4.1, we define the overall research goal (Overall RG) of this thesis as follows:

**Overall RG:** Extend and improve automated and mathematically-rigorous analysis of system requirements specifications and executable design-time Simulink models using state-of-the-art formal verification techniques, towards industrial applicability.

The overall goal of this thesis is to create means for mathematically-rigorous verification of both system specifications and behavioral models by using state-of-the-art verification methods and tools. One way to facilitate this is to extend existing approaches based on well-established verification methodologies that require less effort and expert knowledge for application in practice, and create tools for automation. The overall goal is defined broadly, and in order to narrow it down and be able to assess the contributions more accurately, we divide it into three smaller goals.

All formal verification techniques rely on properties described in some kind of logical notation (e.g., temporal logic, Boolean logic, etc.). Such properties represent the formal counterpart of the informal system specification. The Achilles heel and “show stopper” of employing formal verification in industry is the daunting task of generating such formal notations. To ease the task, one needs an underlying methodology backed by tool support for the automated generation of formal system specifications. Once the system specification is formally encoded, one can additionally employ formal analysis techniques in order to assure its correctness with respect to consistency, such that all logical contradictions are removed. Hence, we formulate the first research goal (RG1) as follows:

**RG1:** Facilitate the automated generation of formal embedded systems specifications, and their consistency analysis.

Addressing the first research goal follows two steps: i) investigating the expressiveness of existing reusable approaches (e.g. SPS) for transforming the natural language requirements into formalized requirements when applied on
an industrial use case, and ii) proposing a rigorous method for consistency checking of the formalized requirements, complemented by adequate tool support.

The second challenge that is addressed in this thesis concerns the verification of early design-time executable models. Following the MBD approach, the current industrial practice often resorts to developing executable software models for complex embedded software functions. Among the different toolboxes that enable MBD, MATLAB Simulink is the most popular and the de facto standard in many industries, including the automotive industry. The current state-of-practice techniques and tools for verification of such models are restrictive, by either not providing support for the formal verification of high-level system properties, or by failing to scale with the size and complexity of most industrial Simulink models. Consequently, we define the second research goal (RG2) of the thesis as follows:

**RG2: Facilitate automated and scalable formal analysis of large Simulink models.**

By addressing research goals RG1 and RG2 we establish the foundations of a framework for the formal analysis of requirements, and industrial embedded systems models specified in Simulink. Finally, in order to get more insight about the potential usability of the proposed approaches on industrial systems, we need to investigate their applicability on industrial systems. Consequently, we define the last research goal (RG3) as follows:

**RG3: Assess the practical usefulness and scalability of the proposed formal verification approaches on industrial system models.**

By addressing RG3, the aim is to gain information on the strengths and limitations of our proposed solutions, when applied on real-world systems, and assess their impact on the quality of industrial embedded systems.
Chapter 5

Thesis Contributions

In this chapter, we give a compact overview of the contributions that address the research goals defined in Section 4.2. The contributions of this thesis are on three main fronts: i) industrially-relevant method and tool for the formal system specification, and an automated consistency analysis approach of formalized system specifications expressed as a set of TCTL formulas, ii) methods and tools for the formal analysis of Simulink models, and iii) assessment of the proposed tools and methods on industrial systems.

5.1 Pattern-based Formal Specification and Automated Consistency Checking of Embedded Systems Requirements

As our first contribution (RC1), we evaluate an existing approach for the pattern-based formal specification of automotive embedded software systems’ specifications from Scania, and propose an SMT-based method supported by a tool for checking logical consistency of formally encoded system specifications. This contribution addresses research goal RG1.

In Paper A [19], which is also included as Chapter 8 of this thesis, we reassess the expressiveness of an existing approach called Specification Pattern System [18], more specifically its real-time extension (RTSPS) [12] for formalizing requirements in the automotive domain. Our work has been inspired by an earlier attempt of industrial application of specification patterns by Post
et al. [67], in which the authors show that by using the specification patterns one can capture the behavior of most of the requirements in the automotive domain. Additionally, the same study reports that a small subset of the patterns is usually enough to express most of the requirements. In our work, the goal is to perform a similar study using different systems’ specifications from the same domain, with the intention to either strengthen or disprove the claims of Post et al. [67].

The set of requirements selected for formalization in our study consists of 100 requirements that have been extracted from the system specifications of several operational software functions installed in heavy-load vehicles pro-
duced by Scania. The set includes requirements at different levels of abstraction of the system, ranging from high-level requirements up to very detailed implementation specifications. The core part of the study, which is the application of the specification patterns on the set of requirements is performed by a formal methods expert.

The results of our study are given in Figure 5.1. The formalization results given in Figure 5.1a show that 70% of all the requirements can be formalized using the specification patterns; 24% of the remaining requirements belong to the category of so called phenomenon requirements that capture the systems configuration and as such can be trivially formalized (no patterns are required). Finally, 6% of the requirements could not be expressed using the specification patterns due to several factors, which include: high complexity, high level of ambiguity, and lack of information. The formalization results from our study are aligned with the results of the previous study in the automotive domain [67].

The second aspect assessed in the study is the frequency of occurrence of the patterns used in the formalization. The goal is to determine the number of the patterns from the RTSPS catalog that have been used in the formalization process and their frequency, that is, how many times each of the patterns has been used. Our results for the pattern frequency are given in Figure 5.1b, and in principle show that a small subset of patterns is enough to formalize most of the requirements. Again, our results are aligned with the previously reported ones [67].

Once the systems’ specifications have been formally encoded, one can employ formal analysis techniques to assess their quality with respect to some formally defined criterion. In Paper B [22], which is also included as Chapter 9 of this thesis, we propose an SMT-based consistency analysis approach for system requirements specifications encoded in TCTL. For such system specifications, we propose the following definition for consistency:

**Definition 1 (Inconsistent specification).** Let \( \Phi = \{ \varphi_1, \varphi_2, \ldots, \varphi_n \} \) denote the system requirements specification, where each of the formulas \( \varphi_1, \varphi_2, \ldots, \varphi_n \) encodes a requirement, respectively. We say that the set \( \Phi \) is inconsistent if the following implication is satisfied: \( \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2 \land \ldots \land \varphi_n \implies \text{False} \).

From the definition above, it follows that a system specification is inconsistent if there does not exist a truth valuation of the conjunction of all the formulas in the specification. To disprove the inconsistency, following Definition 1, it is enough to provide a witness set of valuations of variables that satisfies the conjunction of all the formulas \( \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2 \land \ldots \land \varphi_n \).
Our methodology for consistency checking of systems specifications is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It consists of four steps given as follows: in Step 1, the system specifications expressed in natural language are transformed into a set of TCTL formulas by using the SPS patterns [12, 18]. As the SMT solvers operate over first-order logic (FOL) formulas, in order to bridge the semantic gap between the two formalisms, that is TCTL and FOL, during the Step 2 the system specification encoded as a set of TCTL formulas is automatically transformed into FOL formulas. The transformation is performed as follows: first the TCTL encoding of the used specification patterns are translated into FOL counterpart by instantiating the semantics of the TCTL path-specific operators and path quantifiers using structured derivations, and second, the non-literal terminals of the patterns (see Section 2.2) that represent the user inputs are mapped into the FOL formulas. During Step 3, the FOL formulas are then automatically encoded into SMT-LIB assertions to produce an SMT-LIB script, which can be used as an input to SMT solver. During the same step, the as-
assertions of the generated SMT-LIB script are additionally optimized for solvability by reducing the number of quantifiers and quantified variables using a number of abstraction rules, which are used to simplify the original formulas in order to ensure their analyzability, while preserving the information relevant for detecting potential inconsistencies. Finally, in Step 4, we perform the consistency analysis using a state-of-the-art SMT solver (e.g., Z3), which returns the consistency verdict for the considered set of requirements. If the system specification is deemed consistent according to Definition 1 the user gets an affirmative answer by the tool. In the opposite case, that is, when the system specification is not consistent, the negative answer is complemented by a minimal set of logically inconsistent requirements.

The proposed four-step methodology is automated via the PROPS tool. The tool is created by coupling two major components: our SESAMM SPECIFIER tool [20] that provides means for creating formal system specifications (Step 1 in Figure 5.2), and a library called SMTLIBREQ that completely automates the Steps 2-4 of our consistency analysis methodology given in Figure 5.2.

5.2 Formal Analysis of Simulink Models by Statistical Model Checking

As our second contribution (RC2), we propose an approach for the formal analysis of Simulink models using statistical model checking (SMC). The contribution is given as Paper C [25] (which is included as Chapter 10 of this thesis) and partially addresses research goal RG2. Our approach in essence is a pattern-based, execution-order preserving automatic transformation of atomic and composite Simulink blocks into a NSTA that can then be formally analyzed with UPPAAL SMC. To enable this, first we define the formal syntax and semantics of Simulink blocks and their composition, and second, we show that the transformation is provably correct for discrete-time Simulink models. Our method is supported by the SIMPPAAL tool [25], which we introduce and apply on two industrial Simulink models, a prototype implementation of the Brake-by-Wire (BBW) and the operational Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL) system. Our work enables the formal analysis of industrial Simulink models by automatically generating STA counterparts. In the following, we present more details of the approach.

We define the syntax of a Simulink block as follows:
Definition 2 (Simulink block). An atomic Simulink block, denoted by $B$, is defined as the following tuple:

$$B = \langle s_n, V_{in}, V_{out}, V_D, \Delta, \text{Init}, \text{blockRoutine} \rangle \quad (5.1)$$

where: $s_n \in \mathbb{Z}^+$ is the execution order number; $V_{in}$ is a finite set of typed input real-valued variables; $V_{out}$ is a finite set of typed output real-valued variables; $V_D$ is a finite set of typed data (or state) real-valued variables; $\Delta = \{\Delta_0, \Delta_1, \cdots, \Delta_k\}$ represents the totally ordered set of time points at which an output is produced. For discrete-time Simulink blocks, the value of a time point $\Delta_j$ is calculated as $\Delta_j = \text{offset} + j \cdot t_s$, where $t_s, \text{offset} \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ are the sample time and the offset of the atomic Simulink block, respectively, and $0 \leq j \leq k \in \mathbb{N}$ is the index of the element. For continuous-time blocks $\Delta_j = j \cdot t_s$, where $t_s$ is infinitely small. $\text{Init}()$ - is an initialization of the data variables; $\text{blockRoutine}() = \text{Update}(); \text{Output}()$ - is the sequential composition of $\text{Output}()$ and $\text{Update}()$ functions. It captures the functionality of a Simulink block, where: $\text{Output}() : V_{in} \times V_D \mapsto V_{out}$ is the output function and $\text{Update}() : V_{in} \times V_D \mapsto V_D$ is the update function. A Simulink model is then formally defined as a sequential execution of a set of Simulink blocks represented as follows:

Definition 3 (Simulink model). A Simulink model is formally defined as a sequential composition of $n$ Simulink blocks that communicate via shared variables, as follows:

$$S = B_1 \otimes B_2 \otimes B_3 \cdots \otimes B_n, \quad (5.2)$$

where: $s^n = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\}$ is an ordered list of execution of blocks $B_1, B_2, \ldots, B_n$, such that $\forall (i, j), i, j \in [1, \ldots, n] \cdot i < j \Rightarrow s_i < s_j$, $V_{in}^S = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} V_{in}^i$ is the set of input variables of $S$, $V_{out}^S = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} V_{out}^i$ is the set of output variables of $S$, $V_D^S = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} V_D^i$ is the set of internal state variables, $\Delta_S = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \Delta^i$ is the set of time points at which the respective data and output variables are updated, and $(\text{Init}; \text{blockRoutine})_S$ is an ordered list of pairs of $(\text{Init}; \text{blockRoutine})$, which are executed atomically at given times $\Delta_i$, denoted by $|_{=\Delta_i}, 1 \leq i \leq n$:

$$(\text{Init}; \text{blockRoutine})_S \triangleright= (\text{Init}_1; \text{blockRoutine}_1)|_{=\Delta_1}; \cdots; (\text{Init}_i; \text{blockRoutine}_i)|_{=\Delta_i}$$
5.2 Formal Analysis of Simulink Models by Statistical Model Checking

The operational semantics of a Simulink block is interpreted over a timed transition system $T$, defined as follows:

$$T = \langle \Sigma, \Sigma_0, L, \rightarrow \rangle$$ (5.3)

where: $\Sigma$ is the set of states, where each state $\sigma = (x|_t, u|_t, y|_t)$ is given by the values $y|_t$ of all output variables $y$ at a given time instance $t \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$, for given input at time $t$, that is, $x|_t$, and data at time $t$, that is, $u|_t$, $\Sigma_0 \subseteq \Sigma$ is the set of initial states, $L = L_a \cup L_t$ represents the set of labels, where $L_a = \{init, blockRoutine\}$ is the set of action labels and $L_t = \{m \ast \delta, r \ast \delta\}$ is a set of time labels, and $\rightarrow \subseteq \Sigma \times L_a \times L_t \times \Sigma$ is the transition relation that consists of the following types of transitions:

$$\sigma_0 \xrightarrow{\text{init}, r \ast \delta} \sigma \iff \begin{cases} \text{if } V_D \neq \emptyset \text{ then } t = t_0 + (r \ast \delta), \text{ and} \\ \text{init}() : u = u_0, y_0 = u \\ \text{else } t = t_0 \text{ and } \text{init}() : \text{void} \end{cases}$$ (5.4)

$$\sigma \xrightarrow{\text{blockRoutine}, m \ast \delta} \sigma' \iff t' = t + m \ast \delta, \text{ and}$$

$$u' = f(x', u), y' = f(x', u')$$ (5.5)

The first transition type called $\text{init}$ is executed once at the beginning of the blocks’ execution only for those that have an internal state, whereas the second type of transitions called $\text{blockRoutine}$ updates the internal state (if any) and the output variables for given inputs at particular time points denoted as $t + m \ast \delta$. If in the definition of $\Delta$ we instantiate $r = m = 1$ we obtain the continuous-time behavior of blocks that execute the $\text{blockRoutine}$ infinitely often, that is, at every simulation step $\delta$.

From the above definition, an infinite run $\rho$ of a Simulink block can be defined as the following sequence of states:

$$\rho = \sigma_0 \xrightarrow{\text{init}, r \ast \delta} \sigma_1 \xrightarrow{\text{blockRoutine}, m \ast \delta} \ldots \xrightarrow{\text{blockRoutine}, m \ast \delta} \sigma_n$$ (5.6)

Further, we use the above semantics of the Simulink blocks given in terms of a timed transition system to transform the Simulink models into a NSTA. The fact that we chose a probabilistic encoding rather than a non-probabilistic one is justified by the scalability of statistical model checking as compared to the traditional one, and this requires the encoding that we propose. The formal definition of an atomic Simulink block given in Definition 2 supports two types
of computational behavior: i) continuous blocks that compute output at each step of the execution, and ii) discrete blocks that compute output at specific time points. In order to facilitate the transformation of the atomic Simulink blocks, we propose two (S)TA templates as given in Figure 5.3.

The TA given in Figure 5.3a represents the template for the discrete-time atomic blocks. The automaton is composed of two locations, Start and Operate, and two edges. The execution modeled by this automaton is as follows: the simulation time is modeled by a global clock, called gtime. The automaton is initially in the Start location and stays there until it is scheduled for first execution, which is modeled though the execution order number of the block (sn) and the inter-arrival time of the signals within the model (IAT). At the first execution, the automaton first initializes the internal state variables by performing the initialize() UPPAAL update action, followed by the input-output routine (blockRoutine() UPPAAL update action) that calculates the value of the outputs. The last update action is resetting the local clock variable t. Both the initialize() and blockRoutine() are modeled as C functions in UPPAAL. For assuring the correctness of the block routines encoded as C functions, we use the Dafny program verifier [68]. Once the automaton reaches the Operate location, it executes the blockRoutine() on every sample time interval (ts), which is modeled though the loop-edge on the Operate location.

Figure 5.3: Templates for transforming Simulink blocks into stochastic timed automata: (a) discrete-time template and (b) continuous-time template.
The STA in Figure 5.3b represents the template used for modeling the behavior of the continuous-time atomic blocks. The automaton is composed of the same two locations as the discrete-time template and uses the same mechanism for the initial execution. The only difference is in the operational behavior that is modeled. In order to encode the continuous-time behavior of the Simulink blocks, the Operate location is decorated with the exponential rate $\lambda$, which determines the probability of the automaton leaving the specified location at each simulation step, according to an exponential distribution, formally defined as $\Pr(\text{leaving Operate after } t) = 1 - e^{-\lambda t}$.

We provide a proof for the soundness of the transformation of the tuples into STA. The proof covers only Simulink models composed of discrete-time components only. For validation of the Simulink models that contain continuous-time atomic blocks, we resort to comparing the simulation traces between the Simulink model as produced by MATLAB Simulink and the NSTA model obtained in UPPAAL SMC. For the complete proof, we refer our reader to Paper C [25] or to Chapter 10 of this thesis.

Given that in the general case a Simulink model is a hierarchical structure constructed using composite blocks, in the same work we propose a flattening algorithm that is used to transform a hierarchical Simulink model into a flat one. Our flattening procedure serves the following two main purposes: i) it eliminates the Simulink modeling elements that do not contribute to computation, and ii) it assures the preservation of the sequential execution order of the computational blocks as defined in the original Simulink model. After the flattening procedure has been applied, the newly generated flat model is generally of a lower complexity due to the non-computational elements being removed from the model, which include the composite blocks, and virtual modeling atomic elements such as buss, (de)multiplexer, goto, from, etc. These elements have the single purpose of improving the readability of the model and do not influence the computation.

Finally, we provide a tool called SIMPPAAL that completely automates the process of generating an analyzable model encoded as a NSTA suitable for analysis using the UPPAAL SMC tool [25], which is an extension of UPPAAL tool for analysis of stochastic hybrid systems. The input to the SIMPPAAL tool is a Simulink model and the block execution order (generated by the MATLAB tool), and as an output it generates a NSTA that is suitable for analysis using the UPPAAL SMC tool. The tool executes all the phases of the transformation process of Simulink model into NSTA in a completely user-transparent way, meaning that it does not require any user intervention during the process.
5.3 Bounded Invariance Checking of Simulink Models
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Figure 5.4: Commonly identified Simulink block compositions: (a) Linear composition and (b) Feedback-loop composition.

The third contribution of this thesis (RC3) is an approach and a tool for the formal verification of invariance properties of Simulink models using the principles of bounded model checking (BMC), which completes our contributions towards the research goal RG2. The motivation for investigating this approach is to avoid encoding Simulink model behavior into a stochastic framework, and go beyond probabilistic guarantees of property satisfaction. The proposed approach is presented in Paper D [26] (included as Chapter 11 of this thesis) and is proposed as a complement to our SMC-based analysis approach (see Section 5.2) for Simulink models. In this work, we show how Simulink models can be formally analyzed against invariance properties using BMC. In its basic form, the technique provides means for verification of an underlying model over bounded traces, in a rigorous manner.

Our BMC-based approach unfolds as follows: first, we retain the operational semantics of the Simulink blocks and the flattening procedure as defined for the SMC-based approach (see Section 5.2). This means that the operational semantics are again interpreted over a timed transition system; second, we propose an encoding of the reachable state-space of the Simulink blocks as a sequence of steps each expressed as a constraint, and third, we propose a template-based encoding of the general constraints into assertions encoded into the SMT-LIB format, which can be used as an input in most of the modern SMT solvers. In our work, we use the Z3 [44] SMT solver from Microsoft. Even though BMC procedure is in general incomplete, we show that for certain Simulink designs the verification result is complete. We do this by calculating the bound \( k \) and proving that it is indeed a completeness threshold (CT) for
the particular block composition. Consequently, if an invariance property is proven for the reachability diameter then the verification result is complete.

In order to identify recurring Simulink designs, we isolate commonly-used compositions of Simulink blocks from two industrial Simulink models, namely BBW and ASL, both from VGTT, and check whether there exists a CT for such models. Based on the analysis of the Simulink models we identify both the commonly-used blocks and commonly-occurring compositions. The commonly-used blocks belong to three categories, namely: feedthrough, delay and s-function, which when composed together generate the two commonly-occurring compositions: linear and feedthrough (see Figure 5.4). To be able to reason whether the identified compositions of blocks have CT, we first define how each of the identified block types computes its outputs, respectively, based on the possible transitions for Simulink blocks, which we then use to give formal definitions for the linear and feedthrough compositions of blocks.

Feedthrough (FT) blocks are atomic Simulink blocks characterized by the absence of an internal state and by the immediate execution of the block routine when the input(s) change(s). The type of the block is determined by the type of the input-output function ($f()$ in Formula (5.5) Section 5.2). Based on the possible transitions for atomic Simulink blocks given by Formulas (5.4) and (5.5), the execution trace of a feedthrough block $B_{FT}$, with $V_{in_{B_{FT}}}$ the set of input variables, $V_{out_{B_{FT}}}$ the set of output variables, and the value of an output variable $y_{B_{FT}} \in V_{out_{B_{FT}}}$ in any state $\sigma_{i_{B_{FT}}}$ of Formula (5.6) (denoted as $y_{i_{B_{FT}}}$), is always defined as follows:

$$y_{i_{B_{FT}}} = f_{B_{FT}}(x_{i_{B_{FT}}})$$

(5.7)

where $x_{i_{B_{FT}}}$ and $y_{i_{B_{FT}}}$ are the valuations of the $x_{B_{FT}} \in V_{in_{B_{FT}}}$ $y_{B_{FT}} \in V_{out_{B_{FT}}}$ in a given state $\sigma_{i_{B_{FT}}}$, respectively.

The execution semantics of a UnitDelay block $B_{D}$, which is the only type of delay block present in our use cases, is given as follows: before the first computation, the $init()$ transition is executed, setting $u_{B_{D}} \in V_{D_{B_{D}}}$ to the initial value ($initV$) as specified in the block’s configuration. After the block starts, the block executes its $blockRoutine()$. If we assume that $t$ denotes the time that has elapsed along the execution of the block (Formula (5.6)), the $blockRoutine()$ is executed whenever $t \mod ts = 0$. Consequently, the value of the output variable $y_{B_{D}}$ of a UnitDelay block are defined as follows:

$$\begin{cases} u_{i_{B_{D}}} = initV, & \text{executed before the execution starts} \\ y_{i_{B_{D}}} = u_{i_{B_{D}}}, & u_{i_{B_{D}}} = x_{i_{B_{D}}}, \text{if } t \mod ts = 0 \end{cases}$$

(5.8)
In our use cases, all of the s-function blocks are either stateless or the internal state is constant, that is, it does not change during execution. Consequently all the s-function blocks can be treated as feedthrough ones.

In order to show the existence of the CT for certain Simulink designs, we propose and prove three theorems for the existence of the CT for the linear and a restricted class of feedback-loop compositions. The first theorem is on the existence of the CT for the linear compositions composed of feedthrough blocks only. In the second theorem, we show that the existence of the CT is still retained for linear compositions composed of feedthrough and delay blocks. The last theorem shows that there is a restricted class of feedback-loop compositions for which there exists a CT. In the proposed theorems, we do not only show that there exists a CT for the specified compositions of blocks, but we also provide means for calculating the size of the reachability diameter for the linear compositions. Our work identifies and shows that Simulink models that contain those certain classes of block compositions that exhibit a CT, can be guaranteed to satisfy an invariance property. For the theorem formulations and the complete proofs we refer our readers to Paper D [26]. Last but not least, we propose the SYMC tool that automates the following steps: i) generation of bounded paths, ii) calculation of CT for the linear-compositions and iii) invariance checking via the Z3 Python API.

5.4 Assessing the practical usefulness and scalability of the proposed approaches on industrial models

As the last contribution (RC4) of this thesis, we present the validation of the proposed approaches and tools for the automated generation of formal systems specifications, and mathematically-rigorous verification of executable Simulink models, which are required to meet the research goal RG3.

In Paper B [22], we validate our SMT-based consistency analysis method by applying the ProPAS tool on a system specification for the Fuel Level Display (FLD) system from Scania. The validation effort in this paper focuses on showing that the approach can be applied on the specification of a realistic system. First, we encode in TCTL the set of 24 requirements using specification patterns, which are then automatically transformed into an SMT-LIB script composed of 36 assertions. The script is then analyzed using the Z3 SMT solver, which proves the system specification of the FLD system consis-
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tent in the sense of Definition 1 given in Section 5.2. The proof terminates in seconds on a standard Linux-based laptop. Considering the number of requirements used, generalizing the scalability of the approach is difficult, however, the short analysis time represents a good indicator for the potential usability of the approach. The formal specification of the system has been performed by a formal methods expert, hence that the practical usefulness of the pattern-based specification feature with engineers, is not assessed.

In order to get more insight about the practical usefulness of the pattern-based formal system specification approach, we perform an exploratory case study of the pattern-based approach and the Propas tool in industrial setting, which is reported in Paper E [27] (included as Chapter 12 of this thesis). The goal of this paper is to gather empirical data to evaluate the practical usefulness of the pattern-based specification approach and the Propas tool in industry. We use the following criteria for the assessment: i) correctness of the application of the specification patterns, and ii) required time for expressing a given system specification using the patterns. The case study involves execution of the following steps: i) select the operational system and the set of requirements to be used in the study, ii) select group of different stakeholders from the embedded software development process in Scania, Sweden, iii) prepare and distribute a comprehensive tutorial on how to use the specification patterns and the Propas tool to the selected participants, iv) gathering of qualitative and quantitative data, and finally, v) data analysis and drawing conclusions. Our case study involves the following participants: a software architect for autonomous systems, two development engineers (out of which one previously worked as quality assurance engineer), a requirements coach, and an information/safety architect. The participants in a case study are called case study subjects or CSS for short. The quantitative data consists of correctness of application of the patterns (expressed as % of correctly specified requirements out of the total set of requirements) and the time (in minutes) for specifying the set of six predefined requirements from the Fuel Level Display (FLD) system, whereas the qualitative data is collected using a survey of ten statements that could be answered using five predefined degrees of satisfaction, ranging from “completely disagree” to “completely agree”.

The obtained quantitative data shows that in 90% of the cases the correct specification pattern is selected by the engineers (see Table 5.1, where “✓” denotes that a correct pattern is applied for the given requirement and “×” the opposite case), and that on average the engineers spend 26.4 minutes for formalizing the set of six requirements (see Table 5.2). The qualitative data (details provided in Paper E [27] or in Chapter 12) shows that the involved
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Table 5.1 Pattern-based requirements specification correctness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSS</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSS₁</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₂</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₃</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₄</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₅</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>83.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Requirements specification time in minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSS</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSS₁</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₂</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₃</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₄</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS₅</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg.</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engineers are positively inclined towards the pattern-based system specification through a specialized tool support such as the ProPaS tool. Based on the collected data, we conclude that the pattern-based approach accompanied by an adequate tool support can be practically useful for the engineers. However, in order to assess whether the approach has the potential for a wider industrial adoption a case study of larger scale is required.

We also validate our SMC-based approach for verification of Simulink models implemented in Simppaal on two industrial use cases: Brake-by-Wire (BBW) and Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL), both from VGTT in Paper C [25]. The validation is carried out by applying our Simppaal tool that automates the process of generating the formal model, on the Simulink diagrams of the above mentioned systems. In order to analyze the scalability of the approach, we applied the Simppaal tool on a prototype Simulink model implementation of the BBW system that contains around 320 Simulink blocks, and on parts of ASL Simulink model that contains more than 4000 blocks. Our preliminary results
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Table 5.3 Mapping between the included papers and the research contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RC1</th>
<th>RC2</th>
<th>RC3</th>
<th>RC4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper B</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper C</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper D</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper E</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 Mapping between the research contributions and the research goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RG1</th>
<th>RG2</th>
<th>RG3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC3</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

show that SIMPPAAAL can be successfully applied on Simulink models of the BBW scale; the NSTA model generation terminates within seconds and the resulting model is analyzable. For larger Simulink model sizes, like that of ASL, the tool is applicable up to a certain limit because of technical limitations, such as: i) inability to parse Simulink models that use the concept of library to reference Subsystem blocks, and ii) the limited set of plug-ins for generating the C functions for the blocks input-output functions.

We analyze the NSTA model of the BBW system with respect to six functional properties, out of which three are timed and three untimed. Due to long analysis time, we perform hypothesis testing for one of the properties, whereas for the remaining five we carry out a probability estimation, which in principle is less time consuming. The complete analysis results are given in Paper C [25]. The analysis of the generated model performed by the UPPAAAL SMC tool shows encouraging results, however for increased confidence in applicability a more extensive validation is required. The complete process of generating the formal model for analysis is automated and thus transparent for the user, which means that it does not introduce usability difficulties.

The validation of the BMC-based verification approach is presented in Pa-
The approach is validated by assessing the scalability of the SYMC tool that automates the complete process of generating the formal analysis model and performing the bounded invariance checking by means of satisfiability analysis using Z3. Since the model-generation procedure is automated and executed in a “push-button” manner, its practical usefulness is assured by design and implementation. For validation, we apply the SYMC tool on the BBW Simulink model, on which we verify two functional properties. During the analysis we demonstrate both the bounded yet incomplete, as well as the bounded and complete invariance checking. The complete invariance checking is possible for one of the properties, since it specifies the desired behavior of a part of the BBW model that is a linear combination of Simulink blocks, for which the CT exists.

In summary, the mapping between the included papers and the research contributions is given in Table 5.3, whereas the mapping between the research contributions and the research goals is given in Table 5.4.
Chapter 6

Related Work

In this chapter, we present an overview of and comparison to research endeavors related to the three main areas that are considered in our work, including: formal systems specification via specification patterns, automated requirements consistency analysis, and formal analysis of behavioral models of industrial embedded systems specified in Simulink.

Formal system specification. In this thesis we adopt the specification patterns \[11, 12, 18\] as an engineer-friendly approach for formal system specification suitable for practitioners who are not trained in formal methods. The existing body of work on specification patterns has two major directions: the first one is towards enriching the specification pattern catalog by identifying new patterns, whereas the second one is more focused towards bringing the specification patterns closer to the practitioners. Our work follows the latter research direction.

Most of the existing work in the literature focuses on improving the specification pattern catalog \[11, 12, 18, 64, 65\], with rather few studies that study the applicability of the patterns in real-world scenarios. The main focus our work on the topic is the following: i) performing case studies to test the expressiveness and the practical usefulness of the specification patterns for industrial system specifications, and ii) providing a specialized tool support intended to ease the adoption of the specification patterns in industrial development process.

The suitability, that is, the expressiveness of the specification patterns for formalizing requirements for operational industrial systems has not been addressed in many studies. Post et al. [67] perform a case study in which they
test the expressiveness of the specification patterns for formalizing a set of requirements from the automotive domain. The results of the study show that the specification patterns, in this case the real-time catalog as proposed by Konrad and Cheng [12] is expressive enough for formalizing the selected set of requirements from the automotive domain. There are other studies, in which the expressiveness of the specification patterns is implicitly assessed. For instance, Konad and Cheng [69] successfully apply specification patterns to formalize the specification of an automotive system. The study of Autili et al. [65] focuses on creating a comprehensive catalog of specification patterns by aligning the existent catalogs and introducing new patterns to fill in gaps. For validation, the authors apply the specification patterns on a set of requirements of an ad-hock network protocol. Similarly, Walter et al. [70] use the specification patterns to create formal system specifications, which are then checked for redundancy. In all of these approaches, the complete set of natural language requirements are successfully formalized using specification patterns. In our work [19], we provide empirical data based on our experience of applying the specification patterns on 100 requirements from the automotive domain. Our results are inline with the claims of similar studies [67], and in principle strengthen the earlier claims [67] that specification patterns can be used for creating formal system specifications in the automotive domain.

There is a number of academic tools that have been developed to facilitate the formal requirements specification using the specification patterns. The PROPerty ELucidation system (PROPEL) [30] and Property Specification (Prospect) [32] support requirements specification using disciplined natural language and finite-state automata, relying solely on state-based notations to formally represent requirements behavior. The Property ASSistant (PASS) tool [33] provides means for specification of event-based systems. Other tools such as CHARMY [31] support the design and validation of architectural specifications captured in UML. The PSPWizard tool [65] is very similar to PROPEL and Prospect, yet it exhibits an advantage by providing a more comprehensive catalog of specification patterns.

If compared to the tools listed above, our PROPas tool differs in several ways. First, all previously mentioned tools subsume a specific pattern catalog. In contrast, PROPas does not rely on a predefined catalog of patterns, it rather is designed and developed to be a general tool built on top of the pattern-based approach [20]. Consequently, it has more expressive power than the rest of the tools. Secondly, our PROPas tool provides a mechanism for giving visual feedback to the users. Although not unique with respect to this feature, our tool provides more options for visual feedback compared to existing tools. What is
truly unique about the ProPAS tool is the fact that it has been developed with practitioners in the loop. This has resulted in a tool that engineers can associate themselves with, which can have a positive effect on the adoption of the tool in their everyday work.

Requirements boilerplates is a semi-formal structured specification method that usually lacks formal semantics [71], and it is similar to specification patterns. Farfeleider et al. [72] propose the DODT approach for semi-automatic transformation of natural language requirements into requirements boilerplates. Pang et al. [73] use a combination of requirements boilerplates and domain-specific ontology to generate formal system specifications. Similarly, Mahmud et al. [74] introduce an automotive-specific domain ontology to create formal system specifications expressed in TCTL.

Formal Analysis of Requirements Specification. In our work, we have proposed an approach for automated consistency analysis using Z3 SMT solver. In the following, we list some of the related approaches for automated consistency analysis of requirements specified as temporal formulas.

Barnat et al. [40] propose a model-free sanity checking procedure for consistency analysis of system requirements specification in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [75] by means of model checking. The approach has later been extended to support generation of a minimal inconsistent set of requirements [13]. Despite the exhaustiveness, the approach suffers from the inherent complexity of transforming the LTL formulas into automata, especially for complex systems, potentially making it unusable in industrial settings. A similar approach for consistency checking of requirements specified in LTL is proposed by Ellen et al. [76]. The authors introduce a definition for the so-called existential consistency, that is, the existence of at least one system run that satisfies the complete set of requirements. Similar to what we propose, the analysis procedure has been integrated into an industrially relevant tool, aiming at industrial application. The work by Post et al. [39] defines the notion of rt-(in)consistency of real-time requirements. The definition covers cases where the requirements in the system’s requirements specification can be inconsistent due to timing constrains. The checking for rt-inconsistency is reduced to model checking, where a deadlock situation implies inconsistency of requirements.

Despite the exhaustiveness of the consistency checking approaches mentioned above, all of them suffer from two major limitations: the time required for generating the requirements model as well as the time for analysis that grows exponentially with the number of requirements that should be analyzed. In comparison, our approach copes well with respect to the time required for...
generating the model for analysis. This is due to the fact that the input model for analysis is a set of constraints encoded as Z3 assertions, which can be generated in negligible time as compared to building automata models as required by some of the approaches [13,39]. Compared to the model-checking-based analysis approaches, the main difference with our method is the exhaustiveness of consistency analysis of the former. Model checking is exhaustive, whereas we sacrifice exhaustiveness for avoiding the potential state-space explosion. The model-checking-based consistency analysis [39,40] can guarantee the absence of any inconsistencies in the system, while our approach (similarly to [76]) is suitable for checking whether the system specification is realizable as such, that is, if there exists at least one system run that satisfies the conjunction of all the requirements in the specification. A more high-level consistency analysis approach applied at Boolean level, without taking the temporal aspects into consideration is proposed by Mahmud et al. [77]. In cases where inconsistencies are detected, all of the approaches (including ours) are able to generate the minimal set of inconsistent requirements. The above listed characteristics make our approach suitable to be used in the early phases of system requirements specification, where a more lightweight and considerably faster procedure might be more suited.

The quality of the system requirements specifications can be assessed even when they are expressed informally, that is, in natural language. One such approach is proposed by Fabbrini et al. [78,79], who assesses the quality of the requirements specifications using natural language processing techniques with respect to a quality model. The approach is complemented by an adequate tool support for automating the analysis [80]. A more recent study [81] shows that such techniques can be applied on large sets of industrial requirements to help the engineers prioritize the requirements that are going to be manually analyzed for defects.

**Formal Verification of Simulink Models.** There is a growing body of work on the formal verification and analysis of Simulink models. In the following, we present some of the state-of-art approaches for analysis of Simulink models, divided in several categories based on how the analysis model is constructed or which type of formal verification technique is employed for analysis.

i) **Abstraction of blocks into contracts/theories and their formal analysis.** Ferrante et al. [82] use contract-based theory to model the Simulink blocks, and rely on a combination of SAT solvers and the NuSMV model checker for analysis. Hocking et al. [83] use the PVS specification language for writing the specification, and use the PVS theorem prover for analysis. Both steps require
much user interaction, so it is error-prone and requires certain understanding of the formal analysis engines, which is not common among embedded systems engineers, which compared to our approaches that are fully automated represents a disadvantage. In similar fashion, Cavalcanti et al. [84] use the CircusTime specification language to construct more realistic analysis models that capture functional, behavioral, and timing aspects of the Simulink models. Similar to our approaches, it is fully automated. Dragomir et al. [85] propose a refinement calculus for reactive systems (RCRS) toolset, which is a fully automated compositional framework for modeling and reasoning about Simulink models. The toolset consists of two main engines, namely Translator that transforms a given Simulink model into an RCRS model of the diagram, which is then analyzed via the Analyzer. It can be used for static analysis, behavioral type checking and inference for Simulink models. On the down side, the authors do not show how this approach can be used for the verification of Simulink models with respect to properties that describe the functional or behavioral characteristics of the system, which SIMPAAAL focuses on.

ii) Model to model transformation followed by model checking. The approaches based on model-to-model (M2M) transformation aim for minimizing the user intervention during both generation of the formal model and the analysis of the same. The most common strategy is to transform the original Simulink model into some kind of automata framework, which is then analyzed using the Analyzer. The approach proposed by Barnat et al. [40] focuses on transforming Simulink models into the language of the LTL explicit model checker DiViNE. The authors show how the latter can be integrated with the Honeywell formal verification environment. The work provides support only for discrete Simulink blocks, yet they show it suitable for the aeronautics industry. Compared to our approaches where we use branching temporal logic, the authors use linear temporal logic for expressing system properties, meaning that the set of properties that can be verified are complementary. Additionally, the approach by Barnat et al. [40] uses explicit LTL model-checking, hence the scalability might be an issue for large Simulink models. Similarly, the approach by Meenakshi et al. [86] proposes a transformation of discrete blocks into a formal model suitable for analysis using the NuSMV model checker. In contrast, Agrawal et al. [87] propose a transformation approach of Simulink models into networks of automata, without providing concrete means for formal verification. The work by Miller [88] proposes a translation from Simulink to Lustre, and enables formal verification with a constellation of model checkers and provers. The transformation of StateFlow design elements
has been addressed in research endeavors by Manamcheri [89] and Jiang et al. [90], in which the authors propose transformation frameworks from StateFlow/Simulink into timed and hybrid automata, respectively, without considering other types of Simulink blocks. Sfyrla et al. [91] propose compositional translation of Simulink models into BIP [92] modeling framework. The transformation procedure is similar to the one that we propose in our SMC-based approach, however, the authors do not report any verification. The formal verification of C-code automatically generated from Simulink modules, as presented by Berger et al. [93], is another example of M2M transformation. The approach has been applied in two case studies of the automotive industry with moderate success because of complexity issues. For the requirements for which finding unbounded correctness proofs is not feasible, the authors advocate the use of subsystem verification. Overall, the paper shows that much human intervention is still required for verifying a Simulink model, with a significant percentage of the time dedicated to requirement formalization, as other studies indicate [19]. Minopoli et al. propose the SL2SX Translator [94] that performs a semi-automated transformation from Simulink diagrams into a hybrid automata formalism, SpaceEx, which preserves the model architecture. It is based on a rather simple definition of a Simulink model, which does not account for some of the complex features addressed by SIMPPAAL. It is constrained by the limitations of SpaceEx, but it has been recently complemented with a technique called syntactic hybridization [95], which allows analysis of non-linear dynamics.

iii) Generation and abstraction of simulation traces. A third approach, suggested in the PlasmaLab platform [96], consists of generating and collecting simulation traces directly from the Simulink environment, and transforming them, by abstraction, into a state machine representing the system’s behavior. PlasmaLab is, in fact, a statistical model checking architecture that can be connected to different simulation engines [96], with Simulink being one of them. It accepts properties specified in bounded linear temporal logic (BLTL) and offers the three basic modes of statistical model checking: simple Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo using Chernoff confidence bound, and sequential hypothesis thesis. The approach has been enhanced with runtime mechanisms for generation of optimal schedules, rare event simulation, and change detection, in order to increase the trust on the properties obtained by SMC [96]. Due to the absence of an input model, the PlasmaLab platform relies on external simulation engines to generate execution traces, and as such is strongly coupled to such tools. Another approach based on statistical model checking is proposed by Zuliani et al. [97]. They use Bayesian statistical model checking for analyzing the
specification, however, the approach has not been applied on Simulink models of industrial systems, and it seems to have practical limitations such as not accepting multi-file Simulink models. In both SIMPPAAL and SYMC the model generation and analysis is completely independent from external tools, as only the system model and the sorted order execution are required once, that is, at the time the formal model is generated. Lastly, PlasmaLab does not require a system model and thus is not hampered by the complexity of M2M transformation. However, for completely discrete-time Simulink models of moderate size and complexity, by using SIMPPAAL one can perform exhaustive model checking thus obtaining either a full guarantee that the property is satisfied, or a counter-example in the opposite case.

Schrammel et al. demonstrate the potential of BMC for verification of industrial systems [98]. In their work, the authors show how an incremental BMC approach can be applied for verification of industrial code. Chaves et al. [99] propose the DSVerifier tool for the formal analysis of digital systems with respect to design errors such as overflow, limit cycle, stability, etc. Again, the analysis is performed over the code, rather than on the Simulink model like in our case. Harde et al. [100] propose a bounded reachability analysis approach for hybrid models using the HySAT tool [101].

Our proposed approaches relies on M2M transformation and statistical model checking or invariance checking based on BMC, but it goes beyond the current state of the art by reducing the modeling effort as M2M transformation is based on templates and fully automated. Additionally, in general, we are supporting a larger number of Simulink blocks (although some of them are still under development), whereas for validation we use real-size industrial examples. We also aim at generating a formal model as close to the Simulink model as possible, so we encode the functions of blocks not as differential equations, when the case, but as C routines that are faithful to the Simulink modeling. In addition, to increase confidence, we also verify the C encoding of the Simulink functions in UPPAAL, by employing the program verifier Dafny [68]. Regarding the BMC-based approach, we show how the completeness of the invariance checking can be established prior to the generation of the analysis model.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have presented our work on extending and improving the state of the art with respect to methods and tools for the formal specification and analysis of requirements and Simulink models of embedded systems. While conducting our research we have kept industrial applicability and appeal as one of the most important desiderata.

Summary of Contributions. The first contribution of this thesis is an approach for pattern-based formal system specification and its consistency analysis. For the first part of this contribution that concerns the formal encoding of system specifications, we have assessed the expressiveness of the specification patterns (SPS) for capturing industrial system requirements, with particular focus on specifications from the automotive systems domain [19]. Our results show that the specification patterns are expressive enough to capture most of the selected requirements, and that in principle a small set of patterns is sufficient for expressing most of the requirements. Additionally, we complement the pattern-based approach with a specialized tool support called SeSAMM SPECIFIER [20], which is not bound to a predefined set of patterns and includes features such as visual feedback on the specified behavior using different forms of visualization. The second aspect of our first contribution is an automated SMT-based consistency analysis approach for system specifications [22], formally encoded as sets of TCTL formulas. Our approach is completely auto-
mated by means of our PROPAS tool. The tool represents an extension of the existing SESAMM SPECIFIER tool, by additionally introducing an SMTLIB tool that allows one to check the consistency of system specifications, in a completely automated way via the following steps: i) transformation of TCTL formulas into FOL formulas, ii) optimizing the FOL formulas for solving by reducing the number of quantified variables and quantifiers, and their encoding into SMT-LIB format, suitable as input to modern SMT solvers, and iii) consistency analysis using the Z3 SMT solver.

As our next contributions, we propose two approaches for the formal analysis of large Simulink models. Both approaches are based on model checking, which is the most suitable candidate for formal verification of industrial models due to the fully automated verification procedure. Our first approach is based on statistical model checking (SMC), and provides probabilistic guarantees of the correctness of the model with respect to functional and timing requirements, and as such represents a non-exhaustive yet rigorous way of analyzing large Simulink models using the UPFAAL SMC tool [25]. To enable our approach, we propose the following: i) formal definitions of the syntax and semantics of Simulink blocks and their composition in models, ii) a flattening procedure for eliminating the composite blocks from the model structure, and iii) an execution-order-preserving transformation of Simulink blocks into networks of stochastic timed automata, based on two proposed STA templates, one for discrete-time atomic blocks, and one for continuous-time ones. The STA templates encode both the continuous-time and discrete-time execution of the atomic blocks, whereas the input-output function of the atomic blocks is encoded as a C function in UPFAAL SMC. For ensuring that the input-output function is correct, we use the Dafny program verifier [68]. We also provide a proof of soundness for the transformation of completely discrete-time Simulink models. For the models that contain at least one continuous-time atomic block, we resort to simulation-based validation of the transformation. The complete transformation procedure is automated by our SIMPPAAL tool.

The second approach for the formal analysis of Simulink models relies on bounded model checking (BMC) and is suitable for verification of invariance properties [26]. The approach retains the flattening procedure, the template-based transformation of the atomic blocks and the formal semantics of the latter as introduced in our SMC work for Simulink verification [25], with the difference that the model-checking procedure is reduced down to a satisfiability problem. Consequently, we generate an analysis model in a form of an SMT-LIB script in which the reachable state-space is encoded via a number of constraints. In addition, we investigate whether there are some commonly-
occurring design patterns based on commonly-used atomic Simulink blocks in Simulink models, for which the complete reachable state-space can be encoded with a finite number of constraints. For that purpose, we have analyzed two Simulink models, namely Brake-by-Wire (BBW) and Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL) from VGTT, from which we identified three commonly-used block types (feedthrough, delay and s-function) and two commonly-occurring designs (linear and feedback-loop composition). In order to prove whether the invariance checking for the commonly-occurring designs based on the selected block types is complete, we perform the following: i) give formal definitions for the linear and feedback-loop compositions, ii) propose three theorems that show that for the linear compositions composed of the commonly-used block types the complete reachable-state space is finite, which yields the invariance checking complete, whereas for the feedback-loop compositions in general case the invariance checking is incomplete. The proposed approach is automated by our SYMC tool.

As our last contribution, we perform validation and assess the practical usefulness of the proposed methods and tools. For the validation of the PROPAS tool, we perform consistency analysis of the system specification of the operational FLD system from Scania. The original system specification of the FLD system, which is composed of 24 requirements has been automatically transformed and analyzed in a matter of seconds. In order to assess the practical usefulness of the pattern-based specification approach and the PROPAS tool, we carry out an exploratory case study evaluation with industrial practitioners. For the case study, we have used a selected number of requirements (both functional and timing ones) of the system specification of the operational FLD system and invited a group of five experts in embedded software development in Scania to formalize the requirements in the set, using our PROPAS tool. Based on the collected quantitative data, with respect to the specification correctness and specification time, and the qualitative data based on the personal preferences and opinions of the engineers, we conclude that the pattern-based specification and the PROPAS tool can be practically useful for formally specifying requirements of industrial systems, by engineers lacking expertise in formal methods.

Given the fact that both of the SMC- and BMC-based approaches for formal analysis and verification of Simulink models are completely automated through our SIMPPAAAL and SYMC tools, respectively, for validation we apply both of the tools on industrial Simulink models. The capability of the SIMPPAAAL tool to transform large industrial Simulink models has been assessed on two instances, namely the BBW and ASL systems from VGTT, which are
composed of around 300 and 4000 blocks, respectively. The transformation procedure finished in matter of seconds. Out of the two generated models, we have analyzed only the BBW model, with respect to 6 properties. The NSTA analysis model generated for the ASL system is not analyzable, due to technical limitations of our tool, which we discuss further in this section. We apply our SYM tool for bounded invariance checking on the BBW model. The generation procedure of the analysis model terminates within seconds, generating the complete reachable state-space of the model within 200 ms. Given the generated state-space, both the complete and the incomplete invariance checking has been demonstrated.

Scope of Application and Limitations. The main obvious limitation of all of the proposed tools and methods is the restricted validation, which is performed over three systems from two companies from the automotive domain. Even though the proposed approaches are intended to be applied to all kinds of embedded systems, in this thesis, we perform validation only on automotive systems due to the fact that the research presented in this thesis has been carried out in a research project, called VeriSpec\(^1\), which focuses exclusively on the automotive domain.

The pattern-based system specification supported by the PROPAS tool has been applied only on one instance of an operational system. Even though the approach has been assessed by the industrial practitioners and deemed as potentially useful, a more extensive evaluation is required for strengthening our claims. Moreover, the inherent incompleteness of the specification patterns should be taken into consideration. The incompleteness of the specification patterns means that practically there is no finite catalog that contains all the possible patterns for property specification, and in principle it means that there will always be a need that the catalogs are maintained by formal methods experts. Despite the fact that the patterns are expressed in constrained natural language, making them accessible to users not skilled in logics still poses challenges with respect to the accompanying ambiguity related to determining exactly the ordering of events occurrences, specified by the property. A similar validation limitation applies to our automated consistency analysis approach, which has been applied only on one system. For pushing the boundaries of applicability of our consistency-analysis approach, more evaluation involving more systems with potentially larger specifications is required.

Regarding the formal analysis of Simulink models, we report the follow-

\(^1\)http://www.es.mdh.se/projects/343-VeriSpec
ing limitations of our approaches and tools. Our SMC-based formal analysis approach is suitable for analyzing both discrete-time and hybrid Simulink models. However, the proof of correctness of the transformation from the Simulink model into the analyzable STA model targets only the discrete-time models. This is due to the fact that a completely discrete-time model results in a network of timed automata in which the ordered sequence of execution of the components can be guaranteed. In case of hybrid models, due to the presence of continuous-time components and the execution mechanism that relies on a stochastic interpretation, this is not possible. The SIMPPAAL tool on the other hand, exhibits several limitations also, unlike the transformation approach they are of purely technical nature and can be potentially resolved provided enough human resources. Among the limitations that are worth mentioning here, we point out the fact that currently SIMPPAAL cannot parse Simulink models that use the concept of library to reference the contents of subsystem blocks.

Except for the inherent incompleteness problem of the BMC procedure, we are not aware of other theoretical limitations to bounded invariance checking approach. When it comes to the SYMC tool, it exhibits several limitations of technical nature, which should be easy to overcome. The most obvious limitation of the SYMC tool is that currently it accepts as an input a preprocessed Simulink model, with the following characteristics: i) the model is flattened, ii) non-computational block are eliminated from the internal structure such that all connections are between two computational blocks, and iii) it is encoded in JSON\textsuperscript{2} format. Additionally, the specification of the invariance properties in the current version of the tool requires training in formal logic and in using the SMT-LIB2 standard [45], which must be addressed in order to make the tool more accessible for a wider audience.

**Future Work.** There are several directions for future research, in order to improve and advance the work presented in this thesis. The most immediate future work is related to improving the SIMPPAAL tool for generating the formal model. The improvement encompasses mostly technical improvements and adding new features to the tool, such as improvement in the Simulink model parsing feature in order to be able to use the concept of referencing external models as libraries and to remove as many of the external libraries used in the tool that cause unexpected behaviors in the tool, due to limited documentation and immaturity. A similar development can be applied to our SYMC tool, which needs to be improved with respect to parsing of the input Simulink mod-

\textsuperscript{2}JavaScript Object Notation (https://www.json.org/)
els. Since parsing Simulink models seems to be the weaker point of our tools, ideally, developing an independent platform that can perform the flattening of the Simulink model and eliminate all the non-computational blocks from its internal structure will solve the problems on both fronts. From a theoretical point of view, we outline the following directions for future research: i) use model-pruning techniques in order to generate more tractable analysis models, ii) explore the possibility of using other modeling frameworks and model-checking tools as compared to what we currently use, iii) identify additional commonly-occurring design patterns and commonly-used Simulink blocks in industrial Simulink models and reason whether for such compositions bounded verification is complete, and iv) investigate whether our bounded invariance checking approach can be extended for verification of invariance properties that include timing constraints.

Concerning the formal system specification using specification patterns, we outline the following directions for future work: i) more empirical studies around formal requirements specification via the specification patterns are necessary in order to identify new gaps and to measure the benefits of using patterns in industry more accurately, and ii) improving the existing PROPAS tool, especially the visual validation mechanism that is intended to help the engineers in visualizing the temporal ordering of the events as described by the pattern.
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